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While cleaning otit the Red Clay office,"! stumbled across other liften
far back as the 1930s. It was fascinating to see how our literary
mag;
its 1923 debut as The Brambler, even more so to notice
how it's remained
insight to the history of Red
from an early letter from the
If the

magazine

developed since

me. Here

'

ClayiJMeen through the eyes of its edit""
edito^M;he state of the pijbhcation.
Enghsh Department,

just a product of the

is

ditor dating as

I

offer

w is an excei-pt

or by-product of college composi-

ladH... We wish to stir up interest in writing, writing which
has some tone and some maturity BWfVe do not feel that the entire magazine should
consist of
nothing but short stories and poems. We should like to widen the scope of its material
to include
any subjects of general interest from Russian mus ic to outd oor sports.... handled in such a mantion courses

it will,

necessarily,

ner as to have popular appeal. (Thifcrambler,

VobHj^B,

ReMiy

circa 1930)
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This IS, in essence, part of the genWBnission of
Theiidia
; OTedia C^fflol has been
bet
meetmg bi-monthly in the last semester t^iscuss the state of the publications on campus and how
to generate more community interestMid involvement in their production.
It is with this spii-it
of exciting change

and development tEat the Red Clay

hterary magazine.
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In 1983, Editor-in-Chief E.

need

for
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Hope \\

more enthusiasm in Swee
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staff presents to

^^

you

this issue of

your

.

discgised th«

aning creativity at Sweet Briar and the
publications, fehe wrote, "The main concern [with this
ource of pride.. We felt it wasn't enough for students to
•

iv

hear of us and think, 'Oh right, the Brj [nbler.' We want Reople to hear of us and think, 'Wow,
the
Brambler!'" and I couldn't agree m<
'e were lucky to ||ave ^fcigiificant increase in pieces this
semester. It was a true dehght to ]Fe3 and view our pletho^p submissions over 110
and
pick out the best-of-the-best of what o rrent Sweet Briar women have created. With this
issue
complete, I hand over my editorslu^ti current Managing Editor, Heather Marianne McTague,
class of 2011, who will bring her a
:w and unique vision to the pubhcation next year.
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Lastly, I

would

like to leave you,

H

the following statement: As tl:
all the shifting and sorting of mat
tained its individuality as our 'ma
ists

Maggie Mae Nase
Editor-in-Chief
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voraphUia^

red clay cleaved from white bones, malleable in human
hands; slapped flat against the butcher's block, salt massaged
into the hemmorhaging body of the beast now dead.
little

corpses hang on towel hooks in the bathroom, heads

daybreak the hen
morning dries but no one hears, enraged,

lolling to the side like sleeping babies, at

cries until the

she drives herself mad in the coop, the hunters page
through back issues of meat & poultry, having read
the newest playboy to fill themselves filthy, men

and hide when
and put them to bed.

in their flannel coats filet pubescent breasts

jealous mothers

wrap them

twine knots tied with their

in paper

own

hands, worries assuaged,

they rest while their daughters are brought to the chopping block,
ball-gagged and tenderized until they bleed from shock.
braised, broiled, grilled, roasted, salted, seared, sauteed.

cadaver

caiiDaccio. carne. fleisch.

supple muscles with the soul

shot out, replaced with marjoram and mustard seed.
picture old yeller on a spit in korea with his ears cut

off,

street

and the whole thing boxed, dolls made
and marrow skip rope on the corner, their stolen

cat chopped up
of

mud

snagged on canines, at home, mother is inconsolable
in the kitchen, worshipping the madonna in a field of wheat,

lives

now every housewife

feels afraid

and every father wants to invade
the tenderest parts hidden beneath folds of sweet meat
on the bodies they begat, unable to control
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the delectable urge that stiffens their bones with blood
at the sight of a white foot or a

marbled thigh.
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Birth

Seam

5i«r-^llie Bryant

ripper to the sternum

Telling me-

Your poetiy
Tells

isn't

contemporary.

me-

Then waltzes me

to bed
Leaving resentment mid-room
Hand on neck feels offended pvilse
Distraction in form of pelvis pressing

Between
I'm

still

legs

stuck on contemporary.

Over the twelve year difference

My body-nineteen-nubile
Yours-thirty plus- feeding off

The way you

don't fumble

Do dashes make
I

this

contemporary?

whisper in your ear and freeze nomadic hands
Your poetry is worse than mine.

Mature
You didn't want mature
Your panties have unicorns on them
Fuck You.
Afterwards- Black licorice
Staring at white walls wondering
Is this

an addiction?

Initiate internal labyrinth scenario

Skin accordionCrescent moons garnish your posterior
Bite

marks mine

Watching you trace from freckle on
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my

hip to

Birthmark on
I

my

inner thigh

reahze-

I

don't detest marriage-love-monogamy-

I

just can't beheve in

Am

I

it.

contemporary now?
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you love someone,

them free.
they never were." Someone gave me

ehraR.Asghar

,ife

they come back to you, they're yours, and if they
don't,
this chched advice in middle school, and to my surprise, it turns out that there is a bit of truth in it. This essay isn't about my prepubescent love
life, though, or any love life at all. Rather, it's about my relationship with my camera. In recent
times, I have practically become notorious for always having my camera with me. When I see
something that moves me, 1 get a physical urge to take a picture. My friends and family know
that I will not hesitate to pull it out at the grocery store, in the midst of total strangers, or in any
otherwise unorthodox occasion. My philosophy is simply this: the feeling that I experience upon
taking a good shot not to mention the good shot itself definitely outweighs and outlives the
minor embarrassment caused by the attention I'm likely to draw toward myself by taking the
picture. But I haven't always been a shutterbug, nor have I always recognized the importance
of my camera in my personal [sane] existence.
During the summer of 2008, my camera usage drastically increased. I think it had to do
with my friend Marcus, who constantly takes and showcases amazing pictures. At first, I was
almost intimidated by his perception. He had the ability to make a simple object seem so important and beautiful. I wanted to do that. I wanted to make people notice what I noticed, make
them feel what I felt. And so, I started trying to make that happen.
At first, I was just trying to take cool, artsy looking pictures. I got pretty good at employing
unusual angles, balancing light and darkness, recognizing the potential in a particular image,
and getting over my own OCD idea that things should be perfectly symmetrical and/or straight
(Much of the beauty of Marcus's shots was in the fact that things were askew. "Delight in disorder, as Robert Herrick might say). It wasn't quite yet, however, that feeling was being embodied within my pictures. These were just experimental, and even though people were reacting
positively to them, I knew that the most important part of photography was the production of
sentiments, and that was yet to be accomplished.
And so, instead of snapping anything and evei-ything that might make a good photograph, I decided to become choosier. Consequently, two things happened. First, I became more
observant of my surroundings, as I wanted to see and capture what other people weren't seeing.
I noticed spiders building webs in precarious corners, flowers swimming around in post-shower
puddles, watery footprints around the swimming pool, the spirally seashell quality of the library
staircase. Second, I started genuinely feeling for the subjects of my photographs. The spiders' insecure futures distressed me, the footprints of children running around the pool made me smile,
the staircase left me impressed (I really can't write this without making a reference to Foer's
"If

—

set

If

—
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Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close: "Everything moved me. A dog following a stranger, That
made me feel so much. A calendar that showed the wrong month. I could have cried over it").
Over time, I naturally became more attune and generally sensitive to my surroundings, and my
photography became a testament of my critical engagement in the world.
Then one day in December, something happened: I lost my camera. I had been in Philadelphia attending my friend Jillian's wedding, so I thought I had forgotten it in my hotel room.
Wlien I called anxiously from the airport to ask, they promptly told me that they had not found
anything. I begged them to go check, and so they did, and told me again that there was nothing
there. Okay, thanks, I said, and hung up. I immediately checked my bag again, hoping, wishing
it would show up wrapped inside my big, chunky sweater, or in an unsearched corner. I found
batteries, wet wipes, lotion, and a large variety of other things that seemed rather disposable
and superfluous but no camera. Unable to contain myself, I called the hotel again. Politely, I
told the receptionist that I didn't suspect their honesty, but that my camera was not to be found.
I am desperate, I said. I had just taken lovely photographs at a wedding. I didn't add that there
were billions of photographs that had not yet been taken on my camera, too. He put me on hold
to go check again, and the sound of a woman's voice came on, rattling off the amenities of this
particular hotel. Exercise room! Free breakfast! Shuttle service to the aii-port! After listening
to this uninspired laundry list for a painful amount of time, the receptionist came back on and
unenthusiastically informed me again that he had checked with the housekeeper and physically
checked the room himself there was no camera there. Okay, thanks again for your time, I said,
controlling my urge to add, "Yeah, it's not there because you stole it, bloody liar!"
It was through this process of franticness that I realized what my camera had become
to me: it wasn't a documenter of events, places, or even faces, really. It had become my documenter and producer of affect: an extension of my arm, my eyes, my heart, my inner smile.
There were lots of other people at the wedding photographing the lovely couple, the event, the
ambiance; it's quite possible that my shots were not particularly irreplaceable. What was irreplaceable, however, was my distinct experience of taking pictures. I remember in the book
Holes by Louis Sachar, a character with a hotwiring addiction starts twitching uncontrollably
whenever he sees a nice car. I wasn't twitching exactly, but the sentiments were comparable. I
neeeededddd to take the picture. I needed to capture the feeling, give testament to its existence,
and hopefully ci'eate new feelings through the effect the photograph produces. Now, all of a sudden, I was devoid of this ability and I felt helpless and stripped, like a person craving cigarettes

—

—

—

—

after going cold turkey.

But all wasn't lost: thanks to some fabulous luck, I ended up finding my camera! After
mourning my loss for the entire journey home, I morosely opened my suitcase to find my camera
sitting inside. My checked baggage, of course, was the only place I could have confidently said
my camera wouldn't be. Like I said, photo opps can present themselves at any place, any time,
so I really cannot say what inspired me to put it in there, or even if I put it in there myself perhaps the photography gods took pity on my sulking, and conjured up a miraculous transfer fi'om

—
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the hotel receptionist's backpack to my suitcase. In any case, I didn't think about the logistics of
how it got there too much; I celebrated this glorious feeling by taking a picture.

Time went

summer (2009), I found myself in a mental wreck. 1 had just returned from doing research in Indm for four months and was mad at myself about the way 1 had
lived there. It had been the first time in my entire life that I had total control of what I did every
single day, and in the process of living an independent, non-scheduled life, 1 found out what type
of a person I was, and was less than happy with that discovery. I wasn't entirely productive, was
often scared to start projects, was not very adventurous in any sense of the term, got up late,
and basically just wasted a lot of time. I was disappointed by myself, but while in India, it was
in that gradual way that was speaks hopefully: "there's still time, I can do this later". In the end,
though, time went fast and before I knew it, I was in a car to the aii-port feeling sad at leaving,
annoyed at myself for not maximizing my time, and desperate at the realization that that's just
how

things are.

on,

And

and

this

made me

incredibly, incredibly mad. Destructively, toxically, hatefully
and things got even worse.
My first taste at independence had left me paralyzed. I hated myself for not being able
to live an orderly, efficient, and satisfying lifestyle on my own. Self-hatred is depressing. Which
is to say, I was really depressed. I had an extremely hard time continuing my research, I wasn't
frequently drawing or reading like I usually do during the summers, and for quite a while I
couldn't even take pictures. My friend Steph was in a similar situation to mine, and while talking once she had said something that really affected me: "This is a test of character, and we're
both failing." I knew I was failing, and I knew that I couldn't stand to fail. I mean honestly, how
can I live with myself if I don't like myself? How can I accept myself when I'm so flawed? But
more than that, how can I CHANGE? These questions baffled and haunted me all summer long.
In a film called Taare Zameen Par, the main character, a mentally disabled child, looks himself
up and down in the mirror while getting ready for an art contest he's competing in, as if to say,
I've accepted this, no matter its content, because 1 have to. I thought this act was so beautifully sad. For a long time, I never had a problem with accepting myself. I mean, I don't like my
thighs or whatever, but accepting myself in entirety, as this kid does, had never been a problem
problem for me. I've looked at myself in the mirror many times with the particular intention of
re-examining and seeing if my opinion has changed, and it never really wavered or made me
sad, until one particular night at the tail end of the summer. I was so extremely saddened and
angered by the fact of myself. I can't even remember why right now (maybe that's a good thing),
but I just could not stand myself. The mirror reflected someone that 1 could not be satisfied with,
someone whose lines and dark circles aren't going away, someone whose dissatisfaction clings
to her face so unforgivingly
someone who I didn't want to be. So I cried, and cried, and cried,
and cried.
And then something slightly odd but miraculous happened: I saw my reflection in my
bedroom window. I looked intriguing and photographable crying like that, with my streaming,
forlorn eyes and tangled hair, the reflected surreal blue background of my room, and the dark

mad. Then

I

it

came back

here,

—
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foreground of the night sky. So I did something I hadn't done for a long time. I took out my camera and tried taking a picture. The first one came out kind of blurry, so I took another one. The
next one was crooked (not a good Herrick sort of imperfection) so I took a third one. Sometime
between these shots, I had stopped crying, and by the end of it, my eyes were dry.
Following this episode, things more or less went back to normal. I emerged out of my depression and soon my fall semester began. I am happy to be back in school, and more productive
than I have been for a very long time. I also recently began a photo project, as inspired by my
friend Jacquie, called Project 365 in which I take a picture every single day for a year. I've been
posting them on online, and the response I've received has been phenomenal, to say the least.
It's through this project that I've learned specifically to use photographs to convey not just emotion as it exists out in the universe, but emotion as I particularly experience it, and this, too, has
been extremely useful to my mental health.
I still don't entirely understand what that moment in the window meant. I suppose it was
the moment when I reinstated my energies where they should have been in the recognition of
beauty, positivity, and experience, rather than the venomous compilation of pessimism. I also
suppose that it was the moment when I unconsciously came to terms with the fact that I won't
always accept the person I directly see in the mirror, but that instead of giving up, I can and
should use buffers to view myself through (i.e. the camera lens), and keep striving for progress.
But while both of those are interpretive theories, there is one thing I'm definitely sure of: in that
moment, my camera saved my life. It offered me a new horizon against which to construct the
world. So far, things are looking brighter. But of course, now the lens is in my hands, so I think
they'll keep looking that way.

—
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Kylene Hayslett

Photograph
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HowaadEbl
The wind's

to strong,

my

trunk

is

breaking.

The cold

is

seeping

through;

my

ather Marianne

skin has

millions of tiny bumps.

Starting

my

from

my

roots

blood wants to break

from

free

my

arteries

poison the earth.

and

My

chest wants to explode
like a volcano, yet

it's

unable to erupt;

but

my

watery lungs are

slowly burning up.

My

blood begins to boil

like lava, yet

it

leaves

no burn. Pressure building—
my bones scream, the world
turns black

— only metal

can

release the sting. Slowly,

epithelial cells slice

through like butter,

quenching cracked
ground with the red

And
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sea.

like the oasis, in the

Red Clay

McTague

barren desert, gives green
life,

My

it

renews the

retina.

bones begin to

re-calcify,

and the

blood begins to cool.

Salty rain tries to

clean and heal,
erasing the evidence

of the storm.

The breeze is gentle
my trunk becoming
strong, like

A daisy, fighting to
break through the ash.
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TheSky
I

watched a

foeelyn

M.

Stephens

flock of black birds today

rise out of a line of sleeping trees

and spread

like

dark stars across a slate

sky.

wind
West
flying
wove
and
twisted,
they
into the shrinking warmth.
Slicing through the stubborn

Expanding and

gliding, they

chased the sun-

the light that never rests, only moves
looking for a line of trees to sink on.
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RedStattQSs,

Allison E. Wiley

my eyes and look at the ceiling. The sunlight floods through my window despite the shade
being pulled down. I turn my head slowly to the side to see why it's so bright. I look out my
window... but it isn't my window. Why is it different? 1 blink. Still different. I look at the wall.
Blue. But my walls are white. I blink again and slowly sit up. 1 push with my arms but 1 only
I

open

bed before 1 fall back down. I'm weak. Maybe I'm hungry. I haven't eaten
since... I can't remember. Why can't I remember what I had for dinner? Oh, I haven't had dinner.
My hand suddenly touches something cold. I pick it up. It's round... sort of cylindrical. I move my
arm so I can see it. White. Red button. I've seen it before but I can't remember where. I push the
button; I've always liked buttons. Nothing happens. I put it down. I wonder why Daddy hasn't
fixed that faucet yet. That dripping is really bothering me. I told him a thousand times to fix
it. It's wasting water. Why does it smell funny in here? It smells like Granddaddy's room when
we went to visit him in the hospital. That was a long time ago. I miss Granddaddy. I wish those
people outside would stop running up and down the hallway. It's really loud. I turn my head
again to the right towards the window. 1 don't remember having all these machines in my room.
Oh, that's right. This isn't my room. My chest starts hurting and I feel like I can't breathe. One
of the machines starts beeping really loudly. I reach my arm up to turn it off, but when I look
down my arm hasn't moved. Crap. I look back up at it. It's still beeping but it sounds different
now. It's more of a long beep as opposed to a whole bunch of short beeps. I've heard it before but
I can't remember where. I can't remember much of anything come to think of it. I look to the left
and a bunch of people come running in. They're probably the same people that were running
around earlier outside. They start pushing buttons and looking at me funny. They're all talking
but I can't hear what they're saying. I look out the window. Blue sky. Fluffy white clouds. It's
so pretty outside. I look at the beep-machine again. It's stopped beeping. Good. I close my eyes
and decide to go to sleep. I'm really tired. I wish all these people would go away. I don't like to
be watched while I'm sleeping.
get a few inches off the
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Dont Speak

- -

Digital Watercolor
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leather Marianne McTague

It

was almost twelve

and Sophia Tiernay wished that she was
a baptism. She promised herself last night

thirty in the afternoon

back in bed. Not showering and getting ready for
that she would be good and not complain about going
going to church, she just liked going to mass at five

mass. It wasn't that Sophia didn't like
on Saturdays, plus St. David's wasn't her
to

parish.

As was usual, Sophia was running a little behind. Her long curly brown hair would not
have time to dry before it was time for her to leave. In hopes of decreasing the drying time she
grabbed a black headband to allow more air flow thi-ough her hair to at least keep it out of her
face. Too soon her family called her to the car. When the air licked her bai'e skin signals ran
through her body, signals that said something was off.
Her little sister, Mary, nineteen, wanted to go for mass. She was ecstatic about being a
godmother and wanted to be there for everything. Sophia was excited for her little sister, being asked to fill the godmother slot was a pretty big deal, but at the same time she couldn't help
feeling a little resentment for not being chosen. She was the oldest, twenty one, and the more
mature one. Why not? But these were things that she would always have to keep to herself,
there was no way that she would ruin this day for her sister, or anyone else.
But Sophia couldn't help but thinking that something wasn't right. She had a sinking
feeling in the pit of her stomach ever since she woke up that morning. The feeling grew the
closer they go to the church. It wasn't a nervousness for the day kind of feeling, she knew what
that felt like, it was something different, and it frightened her a little.
When they were a block away from the church, her uncle's old beat up green car she
had no clue what the make or model was pulled out in front of their chlorine colored van. They
parked right behind him in the church parking lot.
"Hey Bob," her dad called, "I didn't know you were coming to mass."

—

—

she is my great niece. Family." He shrugged.
Everyone filed out of the van Mary, Sophia, their mother and father, and Grandmother and greeted Bob. Sophia's dad and uncle started talking a little about jobs and his apartment, while everyone else just stood in the parking lot with the cold wind blowing thi'ough them.
"You know we're almost a half hour early, right?" Sophia asked, a little miffed.
Mary turned to her and rolled her eyes. "It's better to be eai'ly, we don't want to be late."
Mary stared at her older sister for a minute then added, "You know, I'm proud of you. You're
actually wearing something kind of in style today."
Sophia turned toward the church so no one would catch her blush. It wasn't like she wore
hideous horribly baggy clothes all the time, she just had her own style that was mainly
"Yeah, well.

—
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jeans and t-shirts. She didn't need to be praised for her fashion sense or lack of^ it made her
uncomfortable. "Well, I think that we should go inside," she added after a minute, "at least get
out of the cold." She was always cold.

There were about four other people inside the church and no sign of her cousins Sarah or
Tim. They sat in the last pew in the front section before the break. Slowly the church began to
fill a bit. Father Shelly, who she hadn't seen in a long time because he was transferred out of her
parish, was talking with the other parishioners. She hoped that he would make his way over
and talk to them, maybe even remember her from her days of alter serving with him.
Sophia looked around St. David's, it was a pretty church, filled with artificial evergreen,
still in the Christmas Season, and the stained glass windows of saints looked as though they
were breathtaking. Nativity, her parish, didn't have windows like that. The angle of the sun
almost made it seem as though the Saints wei'e moving or breathing. That made her smile.
Sophia led the little group to the back of the first section of pews, not wanting to be too
close, yet not wanting to be too far from the tabernacle. The warm wood creaked as they sat
down, and the kneelers needed a little more stuffing.
Fr. Shelly slowly made his way over to their pew and talked to her father and uncle.
"I bet you two young men,"
they were not young "have wonderful singing voices. You
should sing loud today," he finished, smiling.
Mary and Sophia giggled together at the ludicrousness of the request. Neither of the men

—

—

could sing.

Then Father addressed

the

girls.

"I

bet you ladies have the voices of angels.

Do vou

sing?"
"Yes,"

Sophia answered. She was a

little

sad that he didn't seem to remember her, but he

in his seventies. They had spent many weekends and weekdays at six thirty in the morning
together serving mass. But she knew his mind was going, so she tried not to take it too person-

was

ally.

"Good, veiy good. You can help lead everyone in song then."
everyone, "I'll see you all later."

He smiled and addressed

"Bye Father," they said as one.
Sophia thought that was a strange request, she'd never heard a priest ever ask the parishioners
to sing loudly before. Oh well, she thought, there were more important things to worry about,
like where her cousins were, and her aunt.
With five minutes before the start of mass, Sarah and Tim showed up, with then* daughter Maggie in their arms. They sat on the other side of Mary and asked where Tilly was. No
one knew. Everyone thought that she would be there because she never said that she wouldn't.
But, then again, she never said that she would.
As soon as mass started and the canter began to sing, Sophia understood why Father
asked them to sing loud, eveiyone, because the canter was horrible. If her ears could have bled,
she was sure they would have. It was hard to sing with someone who took breaths in the wrong
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spots and held the mic to close to her

mouth

that

it

was

like

she was shouting in Sophia's ear

with a megaphone.
Father Shelly was not saying mass; it was some young priest that she didn't know and a
deacon. Mass passed a little quicker than she remembered, but then, she was watching Maggie
babies are so entertaining and the sinking feeling in her stomach was growing a little

—

—

stronger.

By

the time the homily

sent shivers

down

The young

warm amber glow that
somewhere inside her heart.
the homily. The deacon was an old

came around, the church was

filled

with a

Sophia's spine, leaving her with a happy feeling,

down and

let the deacon give
with furrowed brows, almost like he forgot how to have fun. He
had black eyes that seemed to just pierce the soul. Well, whatever, she thought, he seemed nice.
Everything was going fine. Like normal on the longer monotone homilies she tuned it out and
stared at the statues. That is, until he brought up the subject of homosexuality and how it was
horrible and all that stuff. One man, who was rather thin and dressed as though he still lived in
the eighties with his skin tight tan corduroy pants and tan bomber jacket, leapt out of his seat
and walked angrily to the back of the church to leave, knocking over a Starbucks coffee cup. Tim
turned sideways and whispered, "That guy's gonna come back with a gun and shoot the place
up." Tim's cop training sort of kicked in, spending the rest of mass watching all the doors, but
the man never returned.
Sophia was a little offended by that part of the deacons homily; she didn't believe that
homosexuality was that bad if God made people that way. There was no way that He would do
that, because then He would be making people intentionally so that they couldn't go to heaven.
but He loves everyone equally. That put her in a bit of a sour mood for the rest of mass.
Once the church emptied out, other people began to arrive. There were to be two baptisms that day, and so far everyone who came in were for the other little girl. Tilly came in with
the first wave of people and looked upset. She sat down in a pew about fifteen feet away from
Sophia and the others. Sophia looked at her aunt silently asking why she hadn't been there
earlier, but Tilly would not look at her. Her father and Bob didn't approach her. Tilly wouldn't

man who

.

.

looked a

priest sat
little

stern,

.

meet anyone's

eyes.

and faces every time a door was
opened. Slowly more people entered the church, but no one that Sophia knew. With just a few
minutes left, Tim's family came. None of Sarah's immediate family ever showed.
The other little girl to be baptized was four or five; Maggie was just over a year.
The deacon preformed the baptism, which was rather disjointed. Since Mass had already
been said a full mass was not I'equired, but that is what the deacon did. Psalms were sung (well
actually Sophia was the only one singing loud, which was strange because normally she couldn't
hear herself) passages read, and a mini homily was said. Maggie wandered all over the font of
the church, hands playing in her strawberry hair, just like her fathers, stopping at the offertory
candles, staring at the flames in the blue glass that looked like ripples on water.
Devilishly cold air ripped at the backs of their necks
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The parents and godparents were constantly up and down in such disordered chaos that
became pointless for them to sit down at all. Everyone should have just stayed up by the alter, not looking like jumping beans. The Deacon explained evei-y blessing; the oil and the chrism
as well as the reason behind the flowing water. In-between each, the parents and godparents
got up and then sat down. The other little girl, and adopted Asian, wouldn't let go of her dad for
anything, while Maggie wanted to be held by Mary, and pull her dark straight brown hair.
When it was time to baptize Mary held Maggie. Maggie didn't start to cry, like almost
every baby does, instead she began to fuss, and push the Deacons hand away, but that didn't
stop the flow of holy water from the cup. After her hair was wet and she had returned to a sitting position she began to softly cry, not really sure if that's what she wanted to do or not, and
her hand kept touching the little spot of wet hair.
Then came pictures. There were a lot with Maggie's parents, and then her godparents,
then individual shots with other family members. Sophia was one of the only ones to get a good
picture with Maggie on the first take. In the second picture Maggie hit her face. The Deacon
came by to congratulate the family and see how Maggie was doing. Sarah wanted to get a picture with him holding Maggie, but when Mary handed her to him she screamed and reached out
for Mai-y. Everyone laughed, he said it wasn't a big deal, and continued to congratulate Maggie's
it

parents.
Tilly left the church without even congratulating Sarah and Tim, or saying a word to
anyone. Sophia's father left an angry message on her phone.

After the baptism, the family was invited out to dinner. Bob, her uncle, didn't go, he had
friends to watch the Eagles game. The majority of the guests were
Tim's family and then mutual friends of Tim and Sarah. The Tiernay's were the only blood family of Sarah's that had showed up to the dinner. Conversation wasn't something that Sophia

made previous plans with

to participate in, so she just sat and listened, only talking when she felt the need or a
question was directly asked.
The biggest topic was the ongoing Eagles game and discussion on how to make the big
screen tv in the room work. A lot of small talk of jobs and work related stories went around the
tables. Eventually, though, the topic was turned back to Tilly.
Sarah was concerned that Tilly was depressed. "She is acting like people I've seen on
the job and picked up." Sarah was a firefighter/paramedic, she saw a lot of things. "V^Tiat do you
think Sophia?"
She
"I don't know." Sophia said. Though, secretly she wondered if maybe a little bit.
looked at the black screen of the television behind her father. Tilly had been acting a little weird
for the past year, but then again a lot of things had happened.
"Do you think she's depressed? She just seems really down lately. I don't know. ."

wanted

.

so,

but

Sophia took a few moments to think, wording her answer carefully. "Sarah. I don't think
I don't know. She didn't talk to me either," which is what hurt the worst. Sophia couldn't
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think of anything that she had done to possibly deserve this kind of treatment from her aunt.
"I know sweetie, I know." Sarah finished her last piece of chicken. But did she know, or
did she want to know?
Sophia felt like she should apologize for her aunt, though she didn't really know why. She
thought that it was probably because of the way that Sarah looked, like someone slapped her,
when they talked about Tilly. Sarah had already told Sophia that she was upset her father and
siblings didn't attend, but then again she never really expected them to.
"I'm sorry that things aren't different," Sophia offered. She meant that she was sorry that
her Aunt Kathy, Sarah's mother, wasn't around, and her, Sarah's, father was a dead beat that
cared more about his new wife than his kids. But she was also sorry that her cousins siblings
just weren't around, could never be counted on. That things with Tilly were strange, and that
she wished she could change it all for her. Sophia was glad for once that it was so easy to read
her face, so that her cousin would see every emotion, that she was serious.
"Me too, hun, me too. But at least I know that I have family I can count on," she smiled a
crocked half smile, that just touched her eyes.
"We're always here for you, you know that right?" Suddenly it was very important that
Sophia made sure Sarah knew that they, her family, would always be there for her. "We love
you, you're family." And nothing is ever going to change that, not with you or anyone, she kept
to herself.
"I

know.

It's

just disappointing, that's

all."

"Do you think that I should take a plate of food to her? We could totally get it to go..."
Sarah asked everyone who was left, the Tiernay's and Tim.
"I don't think so, Sarah, I wouldn't." Sophia replied. She didn't think her aunt was really
depressed, rather and she felt bad thinking it that maybe Tilly just wanted the attention to
be focused on her.
Sophia's father spoke with a deeper vibrato than normal, "No, don't. If she wants to stew
by herself then let her. She chose not to come. She can take care of herself. Tilly just wants

—

—

attention."

No one spoke

after that. Eventually the decision

was made

to not bring her food.

home, in the bathroom, Sophia heard her mother yell down the stairs to her
father in the family room. She told him that he needed to listen to some messages; and she
sounded a little miffed. Slowly she heard the stairs creak under her father's weight as he made
his way to their bedroom.
Sophia just stood in the doorway listening to her aunt Tilly's voice on the answering machine, distorted with static. Tilly was on the verge of tears. Sophia stood there, not really sure
if what she was hearing was ti'ue. "I can't believe that you didn't tell me that you were all going
to the mass together. Imagine my surprise when I walk in and see everyone. You know how left

Back
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at

how cruddy? You always leave me out, no one ever tells me anything."
Sophia didn't understand, she told her aunt that they were going to the mass before the
baptism. She told her and her cousin told her. Sophia thought her aunt was sober enough to
comprehend everything; because she wasn't acting drunk anymore. And besides, it was her
out

I

felt,

aunt's parish.

"You know what Liam? Today was it, the straw that broke the camel's back. And it's not
just today, you're never there for me, you always let me down. All you think about is you and
no one else. And you don't care, you don't care about me all by myself running a house, all by

She sounded like she was crying, her voice thick and an octave too
then again it could just be the old machine.
"You always forget about me. I called because we were supposed to meet and no one ever
knows where you are. Like when we were supposed to go to Kmart to pick up Bob's table and
chair set for Christmas? I sat at home and waited for you to call all day, and when I called you
'forgot'. It's about you, always about you. I wasted my day. Thanks. Because of you I was alone
on Christmas. You know what I did? I sat in my living room and ate a TV dinner for Christmas
because no one bothered to tell me that we weren't eating dinner at your house."
Tilly went on to say more things but Sophia felt as if her words were just passing right
through her ghostly frame as though she was nothing but mist because the words went nowhere, they didn't exist. She was dazed, that couldn't have been right. Her aunt would never
say those things to her father, he was always there for her, always.
"Liam," her mother said as her dad started to leave the room, "she called again."
Her mother pushed the button again and again the high pitched beep sounded. "You
know what Liam? That's it." Tilly was hysterical. "I tried to call you and you hung up on me.
That's it. I have no family. My fi'iends treat me better than you. My friends are a better family than you. I have no family. I'm all alone. So do me a favor and don't ever, ever, ever call me
again. I don't ever want to hear from you again. I have no family." And then the beep. That
myself," Tilly's voice broke.

low, but

was

it.

Sophia was in a daze, her mind trying to find meaning to what she just heard, relevance,
She wasn't sure if she wanted to ciy or scream. Was she angiy? What was she supposed
feel? Was she supposed to say something? But before she knew it her Dad was already walk-

sense.
to

ing out of his room, "I'm done. Whatever. I don't care," he said as he passed her. "Good. I don't
care," and continued down the stairs to the family room, the television turned on. "Good. Fine.
Fine.

I

don't care."

Her grandmother stood by the stairs, already being filled in on what just happed. Everyone seemed to forget that she was there. Maybe she wasn't, not really. She was just an apparition in her own dream. That was it. She was sleeping and the whole thing was just a nightmare. She had to wake up somehow. She wanted this nightmare to be over. Slowly she reached
down and pinched her stockinged leg. Oww! She thought. She wasn't asleep. But if that reaUy
happened T have no family' was she included?
Sophia walked over to her mother and grandmother with a slight look of confusion. She

—

—
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stood with her back against the wall, not saying a word until someone asked her a question,

"Me

don't know," she replied.

"Mom, what

"I

neither" said her grandmother.

is it?"

Your father is always over there helping her out with things. He's
always there for her." Her eyebrows pulled together and her nose wrinkled a bit. "He was over
and there was so much
there more this summer than he was home. He helped her fix things
here that he didn't get done that he wanted to do."
"I know. And he always met her. I know he forgot about the table but it was the week
"I

just don't get

it.

.

before Christmas.

.

.

she trailed off.
Her grandmother piped in, "He has an obligation to his family too. And it was Christmas." She looked like she was going to cry. But it made sense, that was exactly the kind of stupid things that her children would have done; not that much different at all.
Both sides of Sophia's family were unraveling. Her mother's side of the family was already scattered like helpings of spaghetti. Now her father's side was splitting like glaciers, into a territory

unknown by

.

."

all.

"Mom, we never
brain to see

if

we

weren't having Christmas dinner."
she missed something. But just came up blank.
told her that

Her mother glared

at her.

"Sophia," she said crossly, "yes

we

did.

We

She racked her
told her that

we

were going to do Christmas Eve instead of Christmas. Your father and I were tired of hearing
her complain that she didn't want people over because it was so much work. And if she wasn't
sure, she could have asked us." With that the discussion was done.
"I'm going to go see if Dad's okay," she said and then went downstairs where her father
was watching the end of the Eagles game. The lights were out: the only glow was from the television. "Hey Dad," she said. He was sitting in the green flowered rocking chair. The scent of
cinnamon was heavy in the air. He was agitated; arms crossed and hands in fists.
"Hey," he said, not looking away from the game. Though, his eyes weren't really taking
in anything that was in front of him.
"Ai'e you okay?" Her voice was quiet. She wasn't really sure what to do.
"I'll be fine.
If she wants to be that way, then fine." He sounded like he was trying to
convince himself that what he was saying was true.
"Dad, did you hang up on her?" In truth, she didn't want to know the answer.
"Yeah, but I thought that I had called her. When I took my phone out of my pocket it said
her name but I thought I pushed the button. You know I'm always doing that. I didn't know that
it rang. But she's hung up on me plenty of times."
All of that was true. He was always accidently calling Sophia. "Oh."
"You can still call her. I'm sure she didn't mean you girls."
"Okay." Sophia wasn't so sure.
"Can you get me a glass of wine?"
"Yeah, Merlot?"
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"The one on the kitchen counter." Sophia turned
on the second level. "Sophia?"

to

make her way

upstairs to the kitchen,

"Hmmm?"
"Fill it

"Got

up tonight."

it,"

she sighed.

Sophia figured that no one told her younger sister so she decided that she would. Mai-y
need to listen to the tape if she hadn't heard it already. She stopped by the bathroom to
look at her face. Sophia knew that she needed to be composed her eyes couldn't give away any
true emotion when she told her sister. But the best that she could get her brown eyes to do
didn't

—

—

was look sad.
"Hey Mary," she
"Can I come in?"

Mary

called

though the door

—the smell of Sweet Pea body spray was strong.

"What?" She was annoyed. Mary's television could be heard thi'ough the
when she was watching something.
Sophia just opened the door, the asking was just for her sisters benefit. "Man, did you
just put more body spray on?" Mary smiled guiltily. Sophia shook her head then sat on the edge
of the bed, where she was allowed to sit so that she couldn't mess it up.
She took a deep breath. Not knowing if her sister knew anything yet, she decided that
caution would be the best approach. "Did you hear everything sweetie?"
"Hear what?" Mary's blue eyes bore into hers; she didn't know anything.
"Aunt Tilly called twice when we were at dinner."
door,

yelled,

and she

didn't like people interrupting

say?" Mary interrupted before she could finish.
she tell her? She knew that the truth had to be there but how much and
how exact should it be? "She's really upset. She said that Dad is never there for her and he's
always forgetting to meet her. And that it's his fault that she was by herself for Christmas. ."
"What?" she interrupted again. Sophia put two fingers on her sisters lips.
"She's really upset Mary." Sophia took a deep breath so that she could control her voice
and emotions while she said the next part. "She basically said that her friends were better family," she wiped a few tears from Mary's cheek, "and that she doesn't want Dad to ever call her
again. She has no family."
Inside Sophia wanted to scream and rip something, punch a hole through the wall, anything to get rid of the look of betrayal on her sister's face. Mary started to cry and sat up burying
her head in her sisters chest. Sophia held her, stroking her hair and rocked. It took every ounce
of strength not to cry herself.
"But he's always there, it's a lie," Maiy croaked without lifting her head.
"I know baby, I know."
"If she doesn't have a family then that's me too. I don't want her to be my family either."
"You don't mean that," she said while rubbing Mary's back.

"What did she

What should

.
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I do! I hate her!"
Sophia sat there in silence for a few moments shaking her head staring at the blue walls,
making sure that her voice wouldn't shake when she spoke. "I know you don't mean that. You're
really upset with her, but you don't hate her. That's a really strong word."
"Yes I do. I hate her. If she doesn't want a family then she doesn't have a family" Mary

"Yes

protested.

"No," she began.

"Yes

I

."
.

.

may

now, but she's still family, no matter
what anyone says. And deep down you know you love her, otherwise you wouldn't be crying."
Mary was silent. But that silence ripped through Sophia's gut like a weedwacker on the edge of
"Fine," Sophia interrupted, "you

feel like that

the sidewalk.

That night in bed Sophia kept running the last sentence her aunt said over and over in
her head, 'I have no family.' She knew that wasn't true. But the words hurt her worse than
knives; they wrapped her heart like ropes, strangling. She wanted to cry but didn't at the same
time. She wanted to scream till her throat was raw yet she wanted quiet. She felt like an empty
husk.
Over and over she tried to think of legitimate reasons why Tilly would be so mad, but
she kept drawing blanks. Should she call her? Maybe suggest to get together; she could bring
a pizza over just like last time? But Tilly was the one that said she wanted to do that again, so
shouldn't she be the one to call? Sophia's head was beginning to spin; but she kept her eyes shut
so she was spinning in darkness. A baptism was supposed to be a happy time. After all, Maggie
was officially made a member of the Roman Catholic Church.
But how many baptisms took place that day? Maddie got her original sin taken away.
.did she, Sophia, experience a type of baptism too? In seeing past facades or reading further into
minute actions? Did Tilly enter into one? Certainly Sophia saw things, people, differently, even
more so now, but still.
Could her aunt's slate be wiped clean with her family just like her sins at birth? Or was it
too late? No. It wasn't too late, not as long as people were willing to forgive, not as long as they
were willing to try. She, Sophia, would go over with a pizza, when things seemed to settle down
a bit. But the phrase 'I have no family' swam in her head like mackerel swimming for their lives,
refusing to give her peace to sleep.
.

.
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WINTER: So

sBI

Lauren Shoff

good to me once,
with warmth of his sure hand, and body
I

now

close.

where the blackbird crows,
home, diverted.

sleep beneath

a flight

This bed

is

cold and,

with body gone, his mind strays (exeunt).

WINTER: The

shattering breath of your night

has wronged me.
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MostJJ

Sumiko

lay

down on

turned on her

CD

player. Inside

still

and
"Hound Dog" was

in her school uniform,

was a disc of Elvis Presley's greatest hits.
the songs that Elvis Presley had recorded, "Hound Dog" was Sumiko's favorite.
the earliest Elvis song that she could remember singing.

first.

was

the tatami floor of her bedroom,

Of

all

It

The first time she had heard the song playing had come a few months before her sixth
and she had developed a small obsession with it. She remembered because her grandmother had purchased a stuffed dog and tied an enormous pui-ple bow around its neck for the

birthday,
occasion.

Akane-sama had said, and nodded. "You'll name him Elvis?"
had perplexed Sumiko for the longest time how her grandmother could have known.
Only when she was older did Sumiko realize that when Elvis Presley had been a big star, her
grandmother had been younger. It would have been after the end of the war, after the bomb that
had killed Sumiko's grandfather and poisoned Akane-sama. All the same, Sumiko thought, her
grandmother and Elvis Presley had been alive at the same time. It made Sumiko jealous.
She was unsure exactly where it was that had heard "Hound Dog" playing that first time.
All she remembered was singing the words she knew--there wei'e not many-as loudly as her
diaphragm could muster while walking in the forest surrounding the Meiji Shrine near Harajuku. There was a good chance that she had heard the song when her family had passed thi'ough
Harajuku itself.
After a few months, Elvis the stuffed dog had found his place on a closet shelf. It was
not until Sumiko returned to Harajuku as an adolescent, this time with her friend Rina, that
the King of Rock and Roll had stolen her heart again. She had been drafting in Rina's wake as
they pushed their way to the first row of bystanders watching bizarrely-dressed dancers in the
middle of the street. The King's voice had spread like balm over her soul when it erupted from
a nearby loudspeaker. It had made her remember. She had purchased the Greatest Hits album
before getting back on the Yamanote Line that evening.
Sumiko spent many afternoons lying on the top layer of her futon, counting the slats of
her ceiling, her shoulder-length, ink-black hair spread around her like a wild headdress on the
tatami. She meant to one day write down exactly how many slats she had counted, but had not
yet done so. She often meant to do things and did not. She had not, for instance, yet visited the
Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum, though she had promised her grandmother many times.
Nor had she folded a thousand paper cranes to wish for the success of her father's business. She
had not learned calligraphy to please her mother, and she had not taught her brother a word in
Enghsh every day until he became fluent.
"Elvis,"
It
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What Sumiko

did do was count the ceihng slats while Elvis Presley belted and crooned in
She did not dare dance, though she longed to. She was afraid of making noise, her
feet slapping on the floor.
Sumiko lived, instead, for Sundays, for hours spent in the Harajuku district on the road
near the station. Since the day she had rediscovered Elvis Presley, Harajuku, with its crowds
of young people in Western dress, had been her escape from the cramped apartment she shared
with her family. In Harajuku, she could dance until her feet had blisters. In Harajuku, no one
ignored her until there were chores to be done. In Harajuku, she could be more than a girl who

her

left ear.

counted

slats.

On Sundays

her family ate early, to accommodate the wishes of grandmother Akane, but
Sumiko did not care if she missed supper because she was late coming back from Harajuku. She
would have missed school, too, if given the chance, but there was no need. The streets of Harajuku were the same as any others in Tokyo the rest of the week. Only Sundays had magic.
Sumiko's routine was the same as that of her friend Rina, with whom she took the Yamanote line to Harajuku Station every Sunday since the day they had first gone with one of
Rina's uncles. They woke earlyRina earlier than Sumiko because it took Rina longer to get
dressed--and picked out their outfits, which they had coordinated the night before on the phone.
They met outside of the apartment of Rina's family, since she lived on a lower floor of the building, and got on the commuter train. They saved their appetites for Western-style breakfast
items fx'om vendors at the station, a secret they never told their parents. From the station they
had only to walk a little ways to find the giant, undulating crowd that made a circle twenty people deep around the Takenokozoku, the reason for their effort and commute.
The Takenokozoku. Sumiko supposed that she was one of them. The thought of it made
her heart bob in her chest. Rock-a-Billy dancers, some also called them. Young people who assaulted the main road near Harajuku Station on those magical Sundays, dressed like John
Travolta and Olivia Newton- John, dancing to American music of the 1950s, dancing until they
all

collapsed on trains home.

Before she had joined them, the dancers had reminded Sumiko of crickets in a garden, jumping
and chirping and jumping and chirping for hours and hours on end until the morning sun stole
their voices.

Between songs on the CD, Sumiko could hear spurts of tinny, computerized music through
fusuma that separated her space from her brother's. Masaru was attached
to his Gameboy the way Sumiko was connected to her silver boom box. Smaller than Sumiko
and three years younger, Masaru was the baby of the family. He was also their father's favorite.
the paper walls of the

"You are the man of the house," their father said when he left for his frequent business
your responsibility to look after your grandmothei', mother, and sister."
Sumiko thought she could take care of herself. She considered Masaru's obsession with
Pokemon and other cartoons too childish to warrant any kind of respect. Before Akane-sama's

trips. "It is
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skin had turned into what looked Uke stained tissue paper, back when she had still had most of
her hair and some of her brains, she had told Sumiko why Masaru received all of the attention.
"He is a boy," Akane-sama had said, and pursed her lips. "I had two older sisters once,
Sumiko-chan. Did you know that?"

Sumiko had not known this and asked what happened to them.
"They drowned," said Akane-sama. "Both of them. Nine months before

my

brother was

born."

Sumiko

months was a very suspicious number, but it would be
inappropriate for her to comment. When Akane-sama had been young, people had been desperate. "That must have been a very unfortunate accident."
Her grandmother frowned. "Most unfortunate."
Sumiko sat up at attention when the fusuma near the foot of her futon slid open. In the
opening was her mother.
"Turn down your music," she said. Her voice was quiet and tired, and she smelled of paninclined her head. Nine

fried meat.

Sumiko had already reached

for the

volume on the

Elvis Presley's voice. "I'm sorry, Haha," she said.

"I

CD player! now

did not

mean

for

it

she could barely hear

to be so loud."

was a lie, and she could see in her mother's eyes that they both knew.
"Akane^i-sama is sleeping," said her mother.
"I'm sorry." She was not.
Sumiko did not particularly like her mother, who was quiet and submissive like most
Japanese women. In Harajuku, where women danced alone, chose their own partners, or even
danced with other women, there was no reason to be submissive or timid. American women
were not quiet and unfeeling like Sumiko's mother. Sumiko thought that if she had been born in
America, she would never have had to wash dishes or turn down her music.
Her mother's face became impassive.
"I will take away all of your music," she threatened. "I will throw your silver box onto the
It

street."

Somehow, her mother managed to grate her every nen-e even
whilst treading around like a doll. The woman did not understand Elvis Presley, or the Jitterbug, and would never know the magic of the Takenokozoku. Sumiko thi'ust her chin forward.
"Throw Masaru's games, too."
It had been Rina who had pointed out the little birds' feet that had begun to crinkle at the
corners of Sumiko's mother's eyes. "She's tired," Rina had said. "When j^our father is away you
can see them more clearly. She's meaner, too."
Her mother's mouth thinned into a line and she sighed. "Turn down your music, Sumiko.
Please." The fusuma closed again, leaving Sumiko alone.
"She's meaner, but she doesn't have veiy much fight," Rina had said.
"She's meaner," murmured Sumiko as a smile bent her cheeks. "But she doesn't have any

Sumiko clenched her

fists.
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more

fight."

She turned Elvis Presley back up.
•kick

On

Sunday, Rina was waiting for Sumiko in the hallway in

fi'ont

of her family's apart-

ment.

"Good morning," Rina said. She was wearing a skirt in bright, lipstick red, with large
white polka-dots scattered like sprinkles. Her little patent leather shoes, on over bobby socks,
caught the fluorescent light of the hallway, and her hair had been swept back into a bouncing
ponytail.

Sumiko nodded, turning from side to side to watch her own skirt swish. The crinoline
underneath occasionally scratched her legs.
"What should we eat today?" asked Rina. She was already reaching into her pocketbook
to withdraw a small leather wallet.
"I

don't know."

a biscuit. With egg, maybe."
Sumiko actually preferred traditional cuisine that she could make at home to that fi'om
American restaurants like McDonalds. She would rather eat from a Bento box than a Happy
Meal. Rina, though, loved Western food, and Sumiko secretly feared that Rina would go to Hara"I feel like

juku without her one day if she declined eating at such places. Some days, Rina acted as if that
was the kind of thing she would do, even if she called Sumiko her closest friend.
"You look very cute," said Rina. "But isn't that top a bit immodest?"
Sumiko blinked, touching the collar of her cap-sleeved blouse, the top two buttons of which wei'e
undone. "Do you think so?"
Rina nodded sagely, the palms of her hands pressed together like a monk. "You'd better button the top," she said. "And wait here. I'll be right back." She disappeared back into the
apartment without knocking, returning a minute later with a black cardigan sweater. "Put this
on."
lip, Sumiko slipped her arms into the sweater.
In the elevator, Rina patted her on the shoulder. "Much better."

Biting her bottom

The train

Harajuku Station was uneventful. It was a popular destination, and the
closer the stops came to Harajuku, the more vibrantly-dressed its passengers became, most of
them young adults like Sumiko and Rina.
At the station Rina disembai'ked first. A McDonalds was a couple of minutes down the
road, so she led the way to it, pulling on Sumiko's hand. Rina ordered for both of them: egg and
cheese biscuits and a coffee. The coffee was to share, but Sumiko understood that it would be
Rina who drank it. It was just as well. Sumiko preferred tea.
Rina unwrapped her biscuit as if she were peeling the wings off of a butterfly. After two
bites half of it was gone and crumbs were littered all down the front of her black shirt. She
looked at Sumiko, who had not touched her biscuit. "You aren't hungry," she said.
Sumiko felt her stomach turn on itself. She placed the biscuit, still carefully wrapped like
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ride to

a present, into Rina's outstretched hand.
Bits of egg clustered at the corners of Rina's mouth. "That's unfortunate that you're not
hungry."

Sumiko. She tried to smile. "Unfortunate."
Holding the coffee cup while Rina carried a biscuit in either hand, Sumiko followed her
friend as she weaved through the developing throng. When she had finished the breakfast fcjr
two, Rina handed her wrappers to Sumiko, who deposited them in the trash.
A voice from behind them called, "Rina-chan!"
It was Yamato, a boy that they often met outside of the station since he had asked Rina
for a dance the second time they had been to Harajuku. His slicked-back hair gleamed like the
patent leather of Rina's shoes and his black sleeveless shirt and fitted pants completed his sig"Yes," said

nature look.

Sumiko could

her cheeks growing hot. Yamato was quite attractive and a year older.
The way he danced reminded her of Elvis.
"Hey, Yamato," Rina was smiling prettily and flapping her eyes, even though she had told
Sumiko weeks ago that she was not interested in Yamato to be her boyfriend.
"He's not very well-off," Rina had said. "I want a boyfriend who will pay for the things 1
feel

want."

Sumiko did not much care

if

Yamato could pay

Around the

He

for things.

person she'd ever seen. He could move his hips like water.
The loudspeaker nearest them crackled to life as the

first

could dance like no other

band began

its set

with "Rock

Clock."

Rina-chan?" Yamato held out his hand.
She made her way to the middle of the
growing circle of open space for the Takenokozoku and began to dance by herself.
Yamato sighed and turned his smile on Sumiko. "Hi, Sumiko."
"Hi," she said. Her throat felt constricted.
"Well, I'll see you around the circle," he said and turned, disappearing into the crowd of

"Would you
"It's

like to dance,

too early to dance with partners," said Rina.

dancers.

Sumiko looked down

at her shoes, not nearly so shiny as Rina's.

contract again in hunger. Its growl

She

felt

her stomach

was drowned out by the music.

Later that night, Sumiko was making a snack of packaged ramen noodles in the kitchen.

Grandmother Akane said, "Come here."
Sumiko almost dropped the pot she was holding, which was filled with water fi-om the
faucet. Grandmother Akane's voice had come from the living space where all of the hghts were
off. Sumiko could not see her because a light was on in the kitchen.
"What is it, Sobo?" Sumiko whispered. She was conscious of the volume of her voice. She
had thought her entu-e family was asleep.
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"Put the pot on to boil," said Grandmother Akane. "Then come here."
Sumiko turned on one of the two burners of the stove. It was dark in the living space, and
she hesitated at the enti'ance. It took long, drawn out seconds for her eyes to readjust. When
they did, she saw the silhouette of her grandmother sitting at the dining table. The old woman's
limbs were stringy sinew latched around bone.
Grandmother Akane was not the oldest gi'andmother Sumiko knew, but everyone who addressed
her treated her as if she was. Some days it did not make sense to Sumiko how deeply her own
parents would bow to Akane-sama. Sometimes she seemed like the most important person that
Sumiko knew. Yet, she was a frail, ugly woman.
One day, Sumiko thought sometimes when she lay on her back counting ceiling slats, people would make low bows to her because she would be someone of importance. And, she thought,
she would be much prettier than Akane-sama, with her spotted skin and missing patches of
hair.

Despite her ugliness, the

way Akane-sama

knelt in front of the low dining table

was

per-

She was an exquisite origami creation, every fold precise. In the darkness, Sumiko could
not see where the radiation had attacked her grandmother's skin, and the ragged tufts of white
hair were blurred. If Sumiko had not known that it was her grandmother kneeling at the table
like a finely-crafted doll, she might not have recognized her.
As her eyes adapted to the darkness, Sumiko sat across from the planes and shadows
that slowly began to make up Akane-sama's face. "Konban-wa," she said quietly. Good evening.
Grandmother Akane leaned forward. Her palms touched each other. "You are very late tonight,"
fect.

she said.

Sumiko did not

like that she could not see

her grandmother's eyes.

"It is

only ten

o'

clock,

Sobo."

"You have school tomorrow."
This surprised Sumiko! she did not realize her grandmother had any idea what happened
in the house. Most times, even when she interacted with others, she seemed to be stuck in the
days before the bomb. "Yes," she said.
"You will have to get up early," said Grandmother Akane.
"Yes, Sobo."

"But you are still awake."
Sumiko's sui-prise melted into frustration. What did it matter? Rina had said once that
Akane-sama reminded her of a gnarled ginger root. "I would be afraid to live with her," Rina had
said. "She's very ugly, isn't she?"
"I'm hungry," said Sumiko, beginning to rise.
"Did you not eat in Harajuku?" asked Akane-sama.
Sumiko's body ground to a halt. She froze in an uncomfortable position somewhere between standing and sitting. She sat again, but did not fold her hands in her lap. "We didn't have
time."
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"You are a very terrible
your grandmother?"

liar,

Sumiko-chan," said Grandmother Akane. "Why are you lying

"I am not lying," said Sumiko in a tone much harsher than she had meant. Why was her
grandmother being so nosy? She never expressed interest in anyone, much less Sumiko.
Rina had said, "I think your grandmother might be partially dead inside of her skull. She
doesn't talk very much, does she? Just sits there in front of your little television, watching even

when

switched off."
very good at picking out bars," said Akane-sama. "Your friend Rina is a liar."
Sumiko did not stop when she got up this time. "Go to bed, Sobo."
She went back into the kitchen to turn off the boiling pot befoi-e fleeing to the warmth between
the layers of her futon, where she lay staring at the slats above.
Akane-sama had no business poking her grisly nose into Sumiko's business. WTaat did
she know about Rina or anything? She only had half of a poisoned brain. Sumiko remembered
a time in the spring when her grandmother had been sitting in the same position as tonight,
and had not moved for days. When Sumiko's mother had tried to help the old woman to stand.
"I

it's

am

Grandmother Akane made a spitting, hissing noise. She opened her mouth and bared what teeth
she had left, her eyes widening as her eyebrows contracted and her knobby fingers clenched into
claws on either side of her face. She looked like a demon.
Yes, Sumiko thought as her eyes closed. The woman was practically an animal. Normal
people did not hiss at their family. Normal people did not lurk in the darkness, waiting for the
granddaughters.
All she received for her thoughts, however, was a stomach
and most of all for a Bento box.

full of longing: for

The next Sunday Sumiko promised herself that she would
not from one of Rina's Western restaurants, but

juku Station, they were met by a

music, for dancing,

get something to eat that

when they descended onto the platform

at

was

Hara-

Sumiko tried to see over the heads of those
enough.
"What's going on?" Rina asked a stranger. "Ai'e the Takenokozoku really good today?"
Sumiko could tell that Rina wanted desperately to inform the stranger that she herself was one
of those crazy "bamboo shoot" kids who danced in poodle skirts with pomade all thi'ough their
in front of her, but she

was not

solid wall of people.

tall

hair.

The stranger was an older man with spectacles on the bridge
"The Takenokozoku aren't here today."

of his nose. "No," he said.

Rina bhnked. "What?"
"Didn't you hear?" said the stranger. He skrugged. "They're closing the road to pedestrians except on sidewalks. They're going to open it to traffic."
"But it's a Sunday!" said Sumiko, sui-prising herself with the outburst. Her stomach was
twisted so tightly that she didn't care.
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Rina frowned at Sumiko before turning back to the stranger. "The Takenokozoku are
always here on Sundays. They close the road for pedestrians. They do this all over Tokyo."
The stranger adjusted his spectacles. "Not anymore. The government is trying it for one
year.

They think the Rock-a-Billies are a disturbance."
Sumiko felt as if she had been hit in the stomach.

It

growled, as

if

to accentuate the

point.

"But the Takenokozoku aren't a distur--"
"This is ridiculous," said Rina over Sumiko. "I've wasted an entire train ride."
"Sorry," said the stranger. He turned away.
"Then what am I supposed to do with the rest of my Sunday?" wailed Rina. She clutched
at her skirt with both fists. Her face contorted in anger.
"We'll just

move somewhere-"

"Come

Sumiko," interrupted Rina again. She snatched Sumiko's hand in a grasp hke

on,

that of a crab's claw. "We're going shopping."
"What? WTiat about the Takenokozoku?"

"We came all the way to Harajuku and there isn't any dancing. There are other things
that Harajuku is. There are a lot of nice shops we've never looked at because we've been too busy
dancing to stupid Shoo-Bop bands and Elvis Presley."
Sumiko stopped, Rina nearly pulling her arm out of its socket.
Rina stumbled. She whirled with hands on her hips. "WTiat are you doing?"
"Elvis Presley

"He
"He

is

not stupid."

is

a dead American, Sumiko.

is

not stupid."

He

died on the

toilet."

is." A little strain had crept into her voice.
Sumiko saw then, in the other girl's eyes, that Rina did not love the Takenokozoku or
Rock and Roll music or Elvis Presley or dancing. Perhaps she only loved the attention she received from boys, or the opportunity to spit in the face of tradition, but she knew nothing of the

Rina's eyes flashed. "Yes, he

magic of Sundays.
"I'm going home," said Sumiko. "You may do as you wish."
Sumiko had never ridden the train alone. Somehow, on the way back, without a day of
dancing and a companion, it felt much different. The men in the corners all seemed to be staring. When she reached her stop, she clamored off of the train breathing with relief.
The apartment looked empty when she opened the front door, removing her shoes and
slipping on her house slippers. It was quiet.
"Hello?" she called.

There was no answer, but when she walked into the living space, she saw Grandmother
sitting as proper as if she were delivering a gift to the emperor, watching the sci'een of
the family television. It was turned off.
Sumiko recalled with a thi'ill of fear the face her grandmother had made at her mother,

Akane
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and she thought of bolting to her room. Her anger from the week before also surfaced, urging her
But the old woman looked so helpless and sad now, staring at the blank screen of the
television, ugly as could be in the light of early afternoon. Sumiko could not make herself leave.
"Sobo?" she said quietly. Grandmother Akane did not respond. "Akane-sama? It's mc. I'm
to leave.

back."

Again, the old woman did not respond. For a horrible moment, Sumiko thought that she
might be dead. "Sobo?"
Akane-sama turned her head very slightly to meet one of Sumiko's eyes with one of her
own. "Sumiko-chan."
Sumiko inclined her head, her body flush with relief. She wondered for a moment if her
mother lived in fear of seeing Grandmother Akane's demon face another time. Perhaps there
were good I'easons for the eye crinkles. "Yes, Sobo. It's me."
"You are not dancing."
"They are shutting down the street we dance on, Akane-sama. I cannot go back thei'e."
Grandmother Akane nodded slowly. "I am sorry," she said.
It struck Sumiko how thin and weak her grandmother's neck appeared. Beneath the
spots that speckled her papery skin, Sumiko could see blue veins hard at work. The old woman

had not yet lost her fight.
Akane-sama remained still as an oak in a storm as Sumiko put her arms around
said, "It is most unfortunate for you."
"Yes," said Sumiko into her grandmother's bony shoulder. "Most unfortunate."

her.

She
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Ashley Howard

Put the index and middle finger
to the base of the jaw Une

down some, push.
Feel the cerulean blue and
God in the shadows.

The music from the cities muted below,
the lymph nodes in this neck swollen.

Coming

to

terms with this

life

takes this heartbeat,
the breath gone, the meaning gone.
until finally

it

My nature is wonder.
My jealously, covetousness,
this generosity, love,

below me, a million

hung from the branches

trees' leaves

of the trees

smoldering inside me.

An

innate reaction, a hunger for food inborn,
gone lead in my stomach

heavy, not

my own.

Here I sit looking my humanity in the eyes.
The eyes staring back, not the sky pools of blue
but the forest bark of Eden,
the birth of this nature I had to redefine everything around
without even knowing
as those who came before me.
But now in death everything will be wrong,
these defining trees of mine vanished.
they are not real, they are meaningless.
I do the unthinkable and
get past the point of sense to find the key.
Break the stained glass and feel the rusted red.
All I can see are green rolling hills, sitting here
If

Must

on

this

unexpected grave dug into the top of a mountain.
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HowtaMakeTb
think

a

tuffing

Itacy

Ludington

inappropriate that the nurses station has napkin ghosts with eyes and
ceiling, and plastic pictures of zombies
ambling across the cabinets behind them, over the hazardous waste receptacle. I mentioned this
to one of the nurses, Rebecca, yesterday. "Don't you think that pictures of zombies and ghost are
a bit tasteless in a place where people die every day?"
They are still up. Mom thinks it's great fun. "When I die, I'm going to be a ghost and haunt you
when you tr'y to give my things away. I won't let you get rid of those yellow crystal candlesticks.
You'll be stuck with them forever."
I

it's

little

mouths drawn on with a black marker hanging from the

pat her hand, careful of the IV stuck in her vein. Those veins push up like tree roots out
of the ground, running along the surface, and then digging back into the soil.
"Haunt me all you want, they're ugly."
She smiles and rolls her head against the pillow to look at me. Her hair is white, not gray
like most old people, but white like the hospital gown she's wearing. "Remember that Halloween
when Melanie sprained her ankle from tripping on the edge of her ghost costume?"
"That was me. Mom. I sprained my ankle." I remember it vividly. I was five, the HallowI

een before my mother and father divorced. It was also the last Halloween we trick-or-treated. 1
can tell by the droop in her eyes that she's getting tired. She often confuses my childhood with

my daughter's

childhood when she is.
The skin right above her eyes wrinkle. Her hair is so thin and light, I can't see her eyebrows, which makes her face look incomplete, like a piece of art that's missing that finishing
touch. Chemo causes hair to thin.
"Is that right?" she laughs, but her body doesn't move. Soon the nurse will come in, check
her fluids, and give her her medicine. Then my mother will be allowed to sleep.

heard the rustle of plastic grocery bags as my mother closed the door behind her. My
fifteen-year-old self was in the living room, watching A Chi'istmas Stoiy. It was a tradition that
on Thanksgiving we would watch it, and I made sure it stayed alive, even if I was the only one
on the couch, eyes set on the TV.
"Clare, turn that off and help me with dinner."
I grabbed the remote and turned down the sound. I could still see it from the kitchen.
The grocery bags were on the island countertop. My Mom was pulling out a store bought,
pre-cooked chicken. She wore the kilt she got in Scotland and a na\y blue sweater. The snowflake pin I got her for Christmas a few years ago was pinned over her heart. Thanksgiving was
the first day she was allowed to wear it.
I
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"What do you want to do? Heat the peas or make the mashed potatoes?" She held up a can
and a box in her hand.
I stared at the box in her hand. "I thought we were going to make the potatoes from
scratch this year." I held up the potato masher I had set out in a bowl. I already had all the
proportions put in little ramekins with plastic wrap over them in the fridge, just like I had seen
them do in cooking shows.
My mother looked at the potato masher in my hand. One eyebrow was raised, on the
side of her face was ever so slightly higher than the other. It evened out again as she suddenly
remembered.
"I'm sorry love. I forgot." She pulled out a pumpkin pie from the bag. "It's probably for the
best.

Mashed

potatoes take a long time."

With a sigh, I took the box of mashed potatoes. To be honest, I had half expected her to forget,
which was why I put plastic over the ramekins. It might have be more than an hour or two before we used them.
"It doesn't feel like Thanksgiving dinner unless you slave over it. Otherwise, it's just like
any other meal."
Before my Mom could respond, the house began to shake. My brothei". Will, was playing
his music.

"Sounds as though Sleeping Beauty
clock on the oven.

It

was

2:30.

Our

woke up," my mother said. I looked at the
began to bark fr-om his crate on the other side of

finally

dog. Rocky,

the kitchen.

"Can you make him turn that shit down?" Mom asked.
With a thud, I put the pot of water on the stove, not caring that water spilled out. "He's
not going to listen to me," I said, but headed to the basement anyway. It was better that I talked
to him than Mom.
Will's door was covered in photos he had taken in his photography class. A gravestone
with an angel was in the center, while a chain link fence was above the doorknob. I pounded my
fist on the door and the music turned off. The door swung open.
Will was there, still in his oversized shirt and Sponge Bob sleep pants. He was way too
old for Sponge Bob, but Mom had gotten them for him last Christmas. His blonde hair was
disheveled and completely flat on one side. "What do you want?" His voice was sharp with attitude.

I

clenched

my jaw.

"First off, Happy Thanksgiving. Second, turn down the music." I turned and was already
walking away. I had found the less time you gave him to argue, the more pleasant he was.
"When's food going to be ready?"

"Five to ten minutes."

heard him slam the door again, and the music come on. It's only slightly softer, but
it a battle won. He didn't say a single curse word.
Back in the kitchen, my mother was pulling the peas out of the microwave. She smiled
I

considered
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I

when

she saw me.

"I

Hke doing

it

this way," she said,

peas, a puff of steam rising into the
ovit of this', you know?"
I

air.

puUing the plastic wrap

"There are no leftovers.

returned to the boiling water and

dumped

off of the

bowl of

No 'what kind of shit can I make

the potato flakes

in.

With a

clang,

1

put the

top on.

my mother

flips through channels on the TV hanging in the corner of the room, I
read a book. I'm not exactly sure what it is about. I found it in the gift shop downstairs and it
has a dog on the cover like the one we had when I was younger. I try to read it, but my eyes keep
glazing over and the crisp ink words turn to blobs.
"I can't stand these Christmas commercials. It's not even Thanksgiving yet."
I glance up at my mother as she flips through the channels, her fingers shaking between
pushing the buttons. She hast to check that she's pressing the right button each time, bringing
the remote closer to her eyes to see.
I close the book, looking up at her from my chair. "I never learned to make your Thanks-

While

giving stuffing."

The TV settles on A Christmas Story and she stops. "I would have taught you, but you
weren't ever around anymore."
It was true. I stayed with friends, stayed with Mike's family, stayed anywhere but home.
I watch her as she stares at the TV. It was the part of the movie where Ralphie and his
little brother were waiting to see Santa.
She turns

to

me, her bright blue eyes pale, just like the rest of her. "Whien are Mike and

Mel getting here?"
I flip

through the pages of the book

like

they were a

flip

book while

I

stare at the

empty

plastic cup they give her medicine in. "Soon."

picked up a present with my name on it, written in my own handwriting. It's a hot water
heater for me to take to college. I knew because I wrapped it myself last night.
"I wonder what could be in here," I said, joking around. After I tore apart my perfect
wrapping job, my mother nodded.
"Oh, yes. I remember getting that. Do you like it?"
I placed it down next to my sweater, plant food, and compressible mug. "I love it. Mom."
I was with her when she picked it out. She was going to get red, but I put it back and got blue
I

instead.

Will sat there with his wool socks, humidifier, and Daft Punk CD. He gathered them all
together and mumbled a thank you before taking them to his room. Shortly after, the house was

shaking with techno.

My

mother just shook her head as the sound overtook the Christmas music playing on
the radio. She was wore her blue pin-stripped bathrobe which she had had since the year before
I was born and no makeup. Little red capillaries made the base of her nose red. I had been start-
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ing to get

them

too.

She leaned forward and gave me a hug. "Marry Chi'istmas, Clare.

When are

you heading over to Mike's?"
I wanted to say as soon as possible, but even though she had given me permission to
spend the rest of the day there, I felt like I was doing something wrong. My palms were sweaty.
"They're waiting on me to come over before they open their presents."
Mom stood and grabbed the trash bag filled with wrapping paper. I had cleaned as we
went along. "I'm heading over to the Tilson's for dinner. He's having a huge party, you should
stop by. He'll give you some of that spiked eggnog of his."
"I'm eighteen."

Mom
"I

walked into the kitchen, swinging her hips

to

Santa Baby over the beat of techno.

could drink at eighteen!"
I shrugged my shoulders went to get ready for the day.

into the kitchen to grab the cookies I made the other day for Mike's family.
having showered and changed, and had all the things out on the kitchen island
to make rum cake. She was pulling out the eggs from the fridge as Will walked into the kitchen.
He pushed her a bit out of the way to look in the fridge, but she didn't say anything. I took a bite
of a cookie, test tasting them one last time.
"You know how fucked up this family is?" Will said as he slammed the fridge shut. "What
am I going to do with a fucking humidifier? My room floods."
Mom wore these stupid black pants with black beads on them that made her sparkle.
She called them her disco pants, though they were anything but disco. "1 thought it was pretty
funny," she said as she put on these big, sparkly earrings she had taken off in the kitchen the

Later

I

came

Mom was there,

night before.

"Fuck this shit." He grabbed the bottle of rum that was sitting out and took it to his room.
My Mom stormed after him and banged on the door. "You little shit, I need that for my rum
cake!" She was laughing a little at the situation.
Ignoring them, I grabbed my cookies and headed out the door.

My brother calls while I'm at the hospital with Mom. He's now a graffiti artist. Mom took
an extra job teaching the GRE program to pay for his VCU art school education. He then went
on to use his education to vandalize the apartment buildings and tunnels along 195. I could tell
when it was his art stenciled on the side of the highway because he was into painting the quotas
that inspired him next to it. Please don't kill your beauty was next to a spray-painted girl under
Glen Street. I pass it everyday heading to the hospital.
"How's Mom doing?" I can hear music on his side of the phone. Someone is shouting.
"Where are you?" I ask outside of Mom's room. Nurses pass by, smiling at me. I know
most of them by name now.
More shouting comes over the line. "What? Oh, I'm at John's."
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John
fire to

his friend from

is

back in high school

toy soldiers using gasoline.

degree burns on his

leg.

whom

he used to get high with while they set
really stupid once he got secondhard to put out. She suggested he u.se acetone next

Mom told my brother he was

A gasoline

fire is

time.

"Why

you get your ass over here and ask her yourself?" I hiss at him through the
phone, and then smile at Julie, the cafeteria lady who passes by with her cart of food.
Something crashes on the hne. What in the world are they up to? "I don't need you being
such a bitch about it. I just asked how she's doing."
"Then you're going to have to come down here and ask her yourself."
I hang up. It feels good to do it, pushing the "End Call" button forcefully on my touch
phone. It didn't have the same impact as a corded phone.
"Clare, are you out there?"
I take a deep breath and turn to walk into Mom's room. She is sitting there in the bed
with her lunch over her. She holds out a Juicy Juice. "Can you get this for me? I can't keep my
hands from shaking."
I nod and stab the top of the carton with the straw. As I handed it back to her, I see a liver
spot on her hand in the shape of a happy face.
"I

don't

think

"It's

I

should

name

him," she says, pointing to

it

with the straw of her

juice.

a spot."

My

phone buzzes with a text and I expect it to be Mike,
way from work and picking up Melanie from day care.
Instead it's from Will. All it says is Bitch.

letting

me know

he was on his

k-k-k

"Gather around for the picture!" Mike's cousin said as he balanced his camera on a roll of
paper towels and pi'essed the set button. The countdown started as he pushed back his jewfro
and all twelve of us squeezed into the picture, Christmas dinner before us. Mike held his arm
around my waist, pulling me in close. I smiled so hard, my cheeks started to twitch and the flash

went

off.

of us

began

"How's

it

look, Francis?" Mike's uncle

asked as Francis went back

to his

camera. The rest

to take out seats.

The camera was passed around along with the food.
In front of me was the twenty-pound turkey, on the other end, the ham. Cranberry sauce,
mashed potatoes, layered salad, stuffing, cornbi'ead, and homegrown green beans were between
them. The table to the side was reserved for the seven different types of pies.
"I don't think I've ever seen so much food in my entire life," I laughed, overwhelmed by it
"Pretty good."

aU.

"You better still be hungry," Mike's grandma said from across the table. She sat next to
Mike, who was putting a dollop of mashed potatoes on his plate.
"Don't worry. Grandma. She's still hungry." He handed me the bowl across the table and gave
me a smile. His foot brushed against mine under the table, or was it the dog?
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haven't eaten yet."
thought you were staying the rest of the evening here?" Mike's Mom said. She sat next
to me wearing her Cowboys tee shirt. Her twin sat on her other side, wearing the Redskins.
I plopped a small amount of mashed potatoes on my plate. "Don't woriy, I am. My family
doesn't
celebrate Christmas like this."
just
"How to you celebrate?" Mike's aunt asked, leaning forward to see me. Looking at the two
of them side to side next to each other was a little like crossing your eyes.
"They don't celebrate," Mike said, tossing a roll across the table to me. I caught it in the
"I
"I

air.
I was already buttering my roll.
pouring gravy over his stuffing. "It's different."
Four pairs of eyes were set on me. I set down the green beans. "Okay, there's only my
brother, Mom and I, so we don't make a big meal. I haven't had a big Chi'istmas dinner in over
ten years. My Mom wants to make sure she gets things we like, so we all go Christmas shopping
together and then, when we get home, I wrap them all. I even wrap my own."
"Wait, you wrap your own Chi'istmas presents?" Mike's cousin asked from across the
table. Suddenly the three different conversations that were going on around the table became
silent. All eyes were on me.
"Well, yeah. It's just the way we do things. It's not bad."
"Well, then you'll just celebrate our way now," Mike's Mom said as she took the mashed
potatoes and put more on my plate. "There's no way you're wrapping your own presents in this
house. I don't care how good you are at it."

"We

"Tell

celebrate. In our own, unique... special way."

them about

it,"

Mike

said,

know how I want to die," my mother said as she sat on the couch across from
were eating Chinese a week after I've moved in with Mike.
I could feel Mike shake in a silent laugh. It had taken him this long to get use to the way
my mother worked. "Your Mom is hilarious... strange, but awesome."
"You change how you want to die every other month," I said as I used the edge of my fork
to cut in half a piece of sesame chicken.
"No, I really know how I want to go this time. I've got it all planed out. I'll be sitting in
that rocker over there." She pointed to the gooseneck rocker in the corner. I could remember sitting in it next to my grandmother as she lay in bed and read me The Little Engine That Could,
even though she was tired. Chemo will do that to you. She had lung cancer, but still, she read
between puffs of smoke.
"It will be outside and there will be a huge birthday party going on for me. I'll be really
old, maybe ninety-eight or so, and I'll have a glass of my boxed wine and really good cheese."
She held up her glass of chardonnay. I took a sip of water and stuck my toes into the coat of our
dog sleeping in front of me.
"If you're dying, we'll get you good wine," Mike said, but my mother shook her head.
"This time

Mike and me.
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We

I

"Splurge on the steak for everyone. I also want the Bee Gees to be playing on the stereo.
Then, as the sun is setting, I'll thank everyone for coming and die right there. I'll be wearing diapers because apparently when you die you shit everywhere and I don't want to stop the
party because of me."

Mom."

"That's gross.

"But
so

it still

it's

true. Just

promise

me

one thing. Promise

you'll

make

sure that I'm propped up

looks like I'm enjoying the party."

"I'm sorry, but

Mike put
tive ideas

on how

"Last

if

you've just died, I'm not going to continue partying."
on top of mine on the coffee table. "Do you always have crea-

his finished plate
to die?"

month she wanted me

to

push her down a

river in a

kayak with the grab

loop

under

so she couldn't get out."

Mom
some kind

smiled and took her last bight of Lo Main. "Drowning

them

supposed

to

be euphoria,

of high."

"After you get over the 'oh shit, I'm drowning' part."

took

is

I

picked up her dish and mine and

to the kitchen.

"Loosen up, Clare.
"Tell

me

that

It's

just death. I'm not going far."

when you're

actually dying,"

I

I grabbed the plates and headed into
could hear Mike say, "I think I might

said as

the kitchen. Before I turned on the water in the sink,
like to die on happy-gas."

I

caught from my friend Hannah. We drank out of the same soda can the day after winter break started. She later claimed
that I got her sick, but I was the one who was hospitalized. I remember coming out of the sickness and Mom sitting there next to me, patting my hand around the IV. Will was there too. He
snuck me a Hershey bar behind the nurse's eyes the day before I left.
I take death seriously.
And now I sit here patting my mother's hand. She's sleeping. I match my breathing in
rhythm with the beeps of her machine.
Deep breath in, beep. Deep breath out, beep. Maybe I can control her heartbeat with my
own lungs. I could keep her living as long as I could draw air.
She turns to face me, awake, and smiles. It's a halfhearted one, laced with pain. The doctor told me it won't be much longer, but as long as I am here, we have until Jesus" return.
"Do you want me to put you in a diaper and throw a party?" I ask, and she chuckles
slightly. "No, I'm serious. If that's what you really want, I'll do it for you."
She takes my hand and squeezes it, but I can only tell because her veins and knuckles twitched.
"Honey, I don't think I have the strength to go to a party, but can you do something for
me?"
Anything, but I wish she wouldn't ask. Asking makes it more of a reahty. "WTiat?"
I

was

thirteen

when

I

nearly died.

It

was

just the flu that

I
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"There's a spot on the

That's where

I

want my

New

River. Glen's Rapids.

The mountains are

beautiful there.

ashes."

And then it really hits me. The thought of her body in an urn. Grandma was cremated. I
was seven and remembered being surprised that she had fit in there.
Now it was going to be Mom-in-a-Jar. That's what she used to call it, years before she
actually got sick.

end up in the Mississippi," is all I can say.
only have one regret. I think that's pretty good for a

"You'll
"I

life."

"And what's that?"

Moment and

looks up at the ceiling. They are panels, the kind you can
long
time ago put a cell phone up behind one and rang it all
push up. One of Mom's students a
throvigh class. She laughed about it for the rest of the week.
Her head turns back to me and her eyes are glossy like a magazine page. "Leaving your
She's quiet for a

and taking you and Will away from him."
"You weren't happy anymore. He was always at work and never helped out."
"But Will was only four. He's never forgiven me."
I don't know what to say. I don't want to talk about this anymore.
Before I have a chance to respond, Melanie runs into the room with her book bag still on
and there is a knock on the door.
"Sorry we're late. Ti-affic," Mike says, walking in and kissing me quickly on the cheek. I
lean my head into his shoulder, notice salt on his polo, and wipe it off. Melanie and him must
have stopped at McDonalds and gotten dinner and french fries.
"Granny, look what I made."
"Hold on, Melanie." I take her book bag off and Mike lifts her up to sit on the side of the
hospital bed. Melanie hands Mom a picture.
"You're an angel. See? 1 gave you wings, and there's Jesus. You're having a party with Jesus." She pushes the picture so close that Mom can't see and Mike hands her the reading glasses
father

from the side

table.
"

she says, studying it, and smiles. "I can't wait to party in heaven.
I become suddenly so hot that I can feel the sweat gather beneath my hair. Before the
tears can come, I walk out of the room and lean against the wall. It cool, supportive. Heather,
the nurse at the front desk who refused to take down the ghost glances at me while on the
phone, and then politely turns away. Other than the old man walking with his IV bag, the hall
"Oh,

is

it's

empty and

lovely,"

silent.

think back to the time when grandma finally passed away. It was on the Fourth of July,
and instead of watching fireworks, I cried into my Mom's chest while Will sat frozen on the
couch. Mom was crying too, silently trying to hide it, but I could tell by the quiver in her breath.
Mike comes around the corner but doesn't say anything. He knows better than to ask how I'm
1

doing.
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Taking a deep breath,

I

take his

arm and bury my

face into his

warm

shoulder.

We stand

thei'e in silence.

"Get

off the TV," Will said as

Lonesome Dove on TV. He had a

he sat down on the other couch while Mom and I watched
Coke that he'd been drinking straight out of. "It's my

liter of

turn."

almost over," I said. A man was dying from gangrene and giving his last wishes. It
hear him.
Calmly, Will tossed the bottle into the air across the room. It hit the ground with a thud
and fizz pushed against the clear plastic. Both Mom and I stared at him for a Moment, unsure
of what just happened.
He stared calmly back. There was even a smile on his face.
"What the hell did you do that for?" Mom asked.
"Get off the TV. You said it was almost over half an hour ago."
I make sure the remote is behind me, sandwiched between the cushions and my body. The
tone of his voice made my shoulders tense. "We're not going to do anything for you if you act like
"It's

was hard

to

that."

"Ask

nicely,"

Mom

adds.

"Get off the fucking TV!"
Mom and Will stare each other down, until a smile started to appear on the side of his
mouth and Mom began to laugh. Immediately, the smile vanished from Will's face and he thi-ew
all

the magazines off the coffee table.

"Pick those up,"
this time. It

was hard

Mom said. Her voice was even, calm now that she knew Will was serious
to tell

with him. The

man

finally died

on the

T\'.

The

credits started to

roll.

"Get off the TV!"
starts to

bark as

I

He pushed me

off the

couch and grabbed the remote behind me. Our dog

got up.

"What's wrong with you?" Mom asked, standing and trying to take the remote fi'om him.
I got up and gathered my books from the table. "He's mental," I muttered under my
breath.

"Shut the fuck up, Clare."
got up and walked past them. I didn't need him cussing at me. If Mom would i)ut up
then fine. I'd smack my kids across the mouth if they ever talked that way to me.
I turned up Pachelbel's Canon in D major in my room to drown out the sound of thencussing. Something smashed and I thought for a Moment to go out there and see if it was something I treasured, but decided I'd find out later.
Mom opened my door, crying. "That's it! Tell you're brother to get out of the house. He just
spat in my eye and called me a fucking cunt! I don't need this from him."
The screen door slammed shut and I looked out the window. Will was walking away down
I

with

it,
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the street. "Well, there he goes."

Mom

rushed to look out the window, then grabbed
and they dragged him home.
"What happened?" the officer asked me, and I said,

my
"It

cell

phone. She called the police

started

when we

wouldn't get off

the TV."

A platter of chicken breast, green beans, and mashed potaaround the center of the table and Mike is serving each dish.
"Melanie, sit in your chair like a grown up."
She's slouching so far under the table I can only see a pink headband in a hair of brown
Sitting up, she licks her lips while I place a paper towel in her lap.
Mike puts down the bowl of mashed potatoes after putting a dollop on Melanie's plate.
look over the dinner table.

I

toes are arranged

curls.

"May
I

say grace?"
can't remember the last time
I

we

said grace, but

I

nod.

We all bow our heads and cup our

hands.

us

"Dear Lord, thank you for the roof over our heads, the food on our plates, and
it thi'ough another work week."
Melanie is kicking her legs under the table, but otherwise, she is silent.
"And thank you. Lord, for a wonderful family," I add.
"Amen."

for

helping

make

A knock on the door wakes me from my half slumber. It's dark,

apart from the green glow
machines and the light on in the bathroom.
It's hard to see who is in the door until the figure steps forward, entering. It's Will.
He's grown a thin blonde beard since the last time I've seen him and is wearing a sweater
vest with a pencil thin tie and Converse. He gets most of his things from the Salvation Army
of the

store.

I'm not sure

what

to say.

About time you showed up? I'm glad you are here? She's been asking

about you?
I

remain

silent.

she asleep?" He walks over to the other side of the bed. The light from the bathroom
is falling on the sheets coving our mother, making it glow in the dim dark.
"The doctor gave her morphine. This is the deepest she's slept in a long time."
Will nods. The sound of the heax't monitor beeps, filling the silent void between us.
"I brought her some wine from a box and Dubliner cheese." He lifts up a bag from Kroger's. "She likes that."
I smile and think back to the Hershey bar he brought me in the hospital years and years
"Is

ago.

He stands there, waiting
He puts the bag down on
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me to say something, but I can't make
the floor and pushes a strand of hair that
for

my mouth move.
was

sticking into our

mothers open mouth out of the way. "I'm soriy

I

haven't come until now.

I

wanted

to. I

really

did."

He

wasn't talking to me.
ickic

come out

and the nurses are all gathered around Mom. The machine
monitoring her heart is already off. I had only been in there for a minute.
Will is standing in the corner, his eyes glossy as he looks at me, clutching the clipping of
our mother's hair she had cut a few hours before for him.
"Use it in some art thing," she had told him.
Will walks towards me and buries his face into my shoulder as he shakes. As I look over
him towards the nurses shaking their heads, I am wondering where the tears are, but I am as
dry as Phoenix.
She's gone and I feel lighter.
Weeks later I'm upstairs in Mike's and my bedroom, packing to head to his family for
Christmas. I'm slow in folding everything, taking my time while I listen to the crow in the tree
outside the window. He seems to be saying, "Where are you going? Where are you going?"
I fold the light blue cashmere sweater Mom had given me the Chi'istmas after she got
sick. It has the snowflake pin I had given her years ago on it. I still have to make the stuffing I've
promised on bringing over, my own re-creation of the stuffing my mother used to make. I really
don't have time to do it all.
I hear footsteps creek on the wooden steps and Mike walks into the bedroom.
"Did you put Mel's stuff in the car?" I ask, without looking up.
He takes the sweater out of my hands and holds them. "You have to see what Mel is doI

of the bathi'oom

ing."

Leaving the half packed suitcase on the bed, Mike holds my hand as he leads me downstairs and stops before the living room doorway. He motions his head to look inside.
Melanie is sitting in the huge, oversized chair with The Little Engine That Could in her
hands. Next to her on the table below the lamp is Mom's ashes, still in the urn until I find time
to head up to the New River. Melanie must have moved it there from off the mantel.
"It still kept saying, "I-think-Lcan, Lthink-Lcan. And then it reached the top by being
brave, and it said "I thought I could!" and everyone liked him."
Mike had read it so many times to her; she was summarizing it by memory.
Melanie then turns the book around, shows the pictures to the urn. and giggles.
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Maine
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Photograph

Sp^F?F^

You came

Lauren Shoff

me

as a sparrow in flight, craving fingers on which to perch your quaint
body, with feathers of brown and eyes of glassy knowledge.
to

The world gave way. August flowed from under our

We

danced

I

want

I

laid

We

to

my

in the

go beyond the rocks and the
flesh next to yours

reveled

in the

across

Wet

settled

I

my

ink on

back

lent

in

I

tongues that digested our every thought.

and the lakes, you whispered.

you a paper

my

trail

skin.

that

The

soon caught

fire.

ink sank into the creases

lay silent beside the rupturing of greens beneath

in solitude as gazelle floated in the skies

well-lit face.

my

and

trees

notes that bled through to

and traveled distances as we
the dirt.

feet.

droplets that lingered in the air and spoke

thought

1

overhead, their shadows dancing

could keep you.

palms dried steadily in the heat of the flame, and you took in your grasp our paper
to waver behind you as a symbol of our betterment. It all seems hazy now.
The flourish of your feathers awoke me from my visions, and you were gone.

trail
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w^fttar
I

ehra R. Asghar

know all the
numbers

my
He

grandfather remembers in the course of a day:

turns

95
this year.

He

got married

60
years ago

and

retired

28
years ago.

been

It's

10

years
since his wife died.

He

eats breakfast at

8

and lunch

at

2
,

he forgets
whether he's eaten.
He doesn't think people should

but he can't read the clock very well anymore, so sometimes

live

been living

I've

25
years too many,

he

me,
Every day

tells

is

just spent waiting.

He's
sick

of waiting.
sick
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And

past the age of
70

of remembering.

This might be
the last time
I

see you,

he says whenever

I

visit,

and gives me a
weary
kiss on the cheek.
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Viva
la

Revolucion

Alexandra Cobb

Mixed Media
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Victoria Bergs

have a black shirt.
standing in front of the mii-ror, wearing a black skirt, black tights, black rain boots,
and even a black bra, but after checking both my closet and dresser for the third time, I have
confirmed that I do not have a single black shirt in my room. My favorite black sweater comes
to mind, and I mentally admonish myself for not thinking to pack it before the drive home last
night. I sigh, reaching back and twisting my blonde hair into a single tight braid and tying it off
with a black hair bow as I think about my options. I can't call Hannah, because though 1 know
that she would willingly help me, even on this day, I am also pretty certain she is already at the
funeral home with her father and two younger brothers.
I throw on a t-shirt and walk down the hall to my mother's room, debating on the way if
she would be more annoyed by me waking her up to ask for a shirt or by me simply borrowing
one of her shirts withovxt asking. Maybe if 1 wash whatever I take tonight and put it back in her
room while she's out with David - a man I only know by name and by the one time I heard his
voice on the telephone asking "Hey, Isobel, is your mother there?" over the winter break - she
won't notice that it's missing.
When I reach my mother's room, however, I find that it's empty, with the queen-size bed
made in that neat way I've only seen the three times Grandma came to visit us when I was a
child. Confused and wondering if I've forgotten some plans of hers, I call out into the rest of the
apartment.
I

don't

I

am

"Mom?"
"In the kitchen!" she responds. I turn on my heel and head back down the hall, passing
my room and the guest bathroom before reaching the kitchen and eating area, where my mother
is

not only

awake

before eight o'clock on a Saturday, but also whistling as she cooks up a large

breakfast on the stove. For a moment I search my memory in an attempt to recall the last time
Mom cooked me breakfast, but all I can come up with is some cereal and unbuttered toast before
my first day of elementary school. She is weai'ing a black dress and heels, and I find I can only
stare for a minute as

some bread

I

watch her move about the kitchen, frying eggs and bacon and popping

into the toaster.

back when Mom worked at Quick Cuts. I remember that she
woman.
She was only in her early twenties, after all. and so a
kind
of
used to be a jeans a t-shirt
casual look suited her. At home she would wear plaid pajama pants and old high school t-shirts,
worn thin from years of use. Sometimes, when she was out late on a Friday night - nearly always with a man who had been dragged into Quick Cuts by a girlfriend, a woman who should
have let him keep the hau* if she didn't want to lose him to the enchanting hair dresser at the

When I was much younger,
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- and

had either become entranced in a movie on our small
snuck in after my mother's departure, 1 would tiptoe into
my mother's room and gently open the bottom drawer, where she kept her t-shirts. There was
one, an old homecoming t-shirt from Mom's cheerleading days, that I loved to steal and take
back to my room, because it always smelled just like Mom. I would lie in bed and inhale the
fragrance of lavender shampoo, dyeing chemicals, and a sweet scent 1 could never name but was
simply my mother. I fell asleep to that scent nearly every Friday, and though we never discussed
it, by Saturday morning the shirt was always neatly folder back inside my mother's dresser.
Even now, ten years after starting her job at Curl Up and Dye, the high-end salon downtown, my mother's style, though more expensive and sophisticated in labels and accessories,
remains remarkably casual, if more eccentric. The sight of her in such a classically elegant look
disconcerts me for a moment. From where 1 stand next to the kitchen table, 1 notice that her
trench coat is draped over one of our living room chairs. The chair is one of the few things Mom
actually wanted when Grandma died, and is upholstered with a gold colored fabric that I would
expect to appear tacky but simply looks graceful, not unlike either of its owners. Unfortunately
effortless grace is not one of the traits 1 managed to inherit.
Where my mother has placed her purse on the chair's cushion, 1 remember once spilling
half a glass of fruit punch. About five years ago I was anxious to test out the new piece of furniture for its reading spot potential while Mom was out on a date with a guy whose name I never
front of the store

after the babysitter

television or in the lips of the boy she

bothered to learn. I overestimated the coordination of my fourteen-year-old body, however, attempting and failing to balance a glass of bright red punch on my thigh. When Hannah's mother
picked up the phone I immediately started crying, describing the spill between childish sobs and
begging for help. Gemma, as she would later allow me to address her as, along with Madre, Ma,
Mommy, and any other term of endearment I could come up with, stayed on the phone with me
for over an hour, instructing me on how to clean the cushion - not laughing when I didn't know
the difference between club soda and baking soda — and pi'omising that everj^hing would be
fine and my mother would never even notice. She was right, like always, and on that day 1 was
grateful for

it.

ask my mom, still confused by the amount of food she is cooking,
and surprised by the fact she is cooking it. This is not a grocery week, and I was pretty sure we
were out of bacon.
Mom smiles, proud of herself, evidently, though I'm not sure why. "I thought you and I
could have a nice breakfast before going to the funeral," she answers.
I glance back and forth between the bacon, crisping on a paper towel, and my mother as
she flips the eggs over and places the finished toast on a plate. Her smile fades as she takes in
my expression, and she seems to realize that her actions have not pleased me as much as she
obviously expected them to. I recognize the effort she is making, and on any other day I would
fake gratitude for her benefit, but this day is not about my mother, and I am not enticed by this
meal because it is the type of meal that a happy morning-person eats, not a sad person in

"What are you doing?"
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I

mourning. More than eggs over-easy, crunchy bread, and processed meat, I want the same thing
want nearly every morning: a glass of chocolate milk, freshly stirred from the powder, and a
bright green apple. Realizing that my mom doesn't know this only i-eminds of the woman who
I

did.

"You're planning on going?"

I

ask.

Mom

answers as she turns off the stove and faces me, still with an optimistic expression, "I figured you might like to have someone there with you, and I was always ver>' fond
of Mrs. Lasky. I'd like to pay my respects."
Gemma, I want to say. The name of that woman you were so fond of was Gemma. How
close could you have been if you still refer to her by her last name?
My mother is right about one thing, though. I had no intentions of going to this funeral alone.
"I already asked Jack to go with me. He'll be hei'e in a few minutes."
"Oh." The smile is completely gone now, and I can tell she's disappointed, but I can't bring
myself to care as much as I should. "Well," she adds, "I suppose I'll just drive separately then."
"Yes,"

"Alright."

Her eyes run up and down my outfit, taking
that what you're planning on wearing?"

in the concert t-shirt

I

pulled on earlier. "Is

I'm annoyed that she even feels the need to ask. "I was going to see if you'd mind me going
through your closet for a black shirt," I say.
"Sure!" the pep returns to her voice, "Go right ahead, sweetheart."
She is desperate to prove that she isn't inadequate, I decide, but instead of returning the
smile I simply say, "Thanks," and then head back down the hall.

My mom is about five inches taller than me, though she swears my father was a tall man
and that

I

must have inherited

a recessive short gene, so I'm not terribly surprised

when

noth-

me. I'm still topless when my phone buzzes, letting me know that Jack is
waiting outside. Jack's a good enough boyfriend to know that any attempts to come upstairs and
socialize with my mother would not be appreciated. Out of time and options, I put on my darkest
blue blouse, buttoning it carefully and checking it once for lint before grabbing my own purse
and heading out into the hall.
"Do you want a slice of bacon before you go?" Mom asks as I pull on my coat.
I shake my head, "Jack's already outside."
"I'll see you there, then!" she responds, though I barely hear it as I .'^hut the door and let
Jack know I'm on my way down.
"You look nice," Jack says as he opens the passenger door for me and helps me into his
truck. I would appreciate the gentlemanly gesture more, I suppose, if the act weren't necessary
every time Jack drives the two of us. I hate the ridiculously oversized vehicle, and would say so,
except that I secretly suspect that Jack might love it a little more than he does me. We've been
together a year and a half, and they have been together three years: I am a gui who acknowledges a worthy opponent when I see one.
ing in her closet

fits
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Jack was so proud when he showed the truck off to us the first time, driving up to the
Lasky's hovise on his sixteenth birthday and asking Hannah and me if we'd hke to go for a ride.
Mr. Lasky had a look under the hood while Adam and Max, Hannah's twin younger brothers,
played around in the bed. Gemma made Jack demonstrate parallel parking before letting Hannah and me get in the car with him. She insisted that a person who could parallel park could do
anything else behind the wheel.
"Bells?" Jack is waving a hand in front of my face as we pull out onto the road.
"What? Sorry," I say, shivering. I I'each out and turn up the heat, pointing the vents directly at

my

face.

Jack gives me a small smile. "Just wanted to see how you're doing today. You were quiet
the whole ride back yesterday."
"I'm okay," I reply, staring out the window, "My mom decided she wants to come to the
funeral.

Jack nods, immediately understanding. I have never been secretive about my issues with
even when Jack and I were just friends. "Ai-e you okay with that?"
I shrug. "She can do what she wants."
"But..." Jack prods.
I turn to face him, though he's watching on the road. "But nothing," I reply, "Today is not
the day to complain about mothers." I turn back to the window and decide to change the subject,
saying, "There are icicles on the trees today."
Jack smiles. "I noticed. Remember that time..." he begins, but I don't need to listen to the
rest. He's talking about the time Gemma wouldn't let Hannah go out with us because there were
icicles on the trees. She was afraid we would get into a car accident. But Gemma, I said to her,
I promise we aren't planning on driving on any trees.
"Can you imagine it?" I ask, "She's probably up there right now, calling us all idiots for
driving in this weather and saying her funeral isn't worth it."
Jack chuckles. We reach the church, and Jack goes to find us a place to sit while I look for
Hannah, slightly apprehensive. This is unfamiliar territory for us, and I haven't seen my best
friend since Christmas, or spoken to her since she called me two days ago to tell me about the
heart attack. I know how to respond to messy breakups and bad grades, but I don't know how to
tell my best friend things will be okay when I'm not so sure myself.
After asking around a little, I find Hannah in one of the back rooms that is normally used
for storing the pastor's robe and giving the bride a place to prepare before the wedding. She's
alone, sitting in one of two small chairs in the center of the room and facing the opposite direction as she looks in the mirror. When I open the door, she looks up, staring at me through the
reflection. To anyone else, Hannah might appear calm and put together, sitting with such poise,
and not a single smudge in her makeup. They might think she's in denial, or handling her grief

my

mothei',

incredibly well.

I

know

"I'm so sorry
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I

that neither

couldn't

come

is

true.

sooner,"

I

say

when

I

enter.

Hannah

stands and crosses the room, pulhng me into an embrace before the door has
It's awkward, and Hannah has to hunch over a bit to meet my height. She
hugs me tightly, and though she still doesn't cry I feel the strength of her grief in the tightness
of her grip. I pat her gently on the back, waiting for her to speak first.
It takes a minute or two for her to let me go, and together we sit down, facing each other.
"Max and Adam are being really brave. It's been so hard on them, since they were the ones who
found her."
fully shut

I

behind me.

nod.

"I

saw them

at the front with

your dad.

1

think they are handling things really

well."

"Dad's been drinking, but not too much. I've been keeping an eye on him, because I know
would hate it if her death turned him into a drunk." Hannah's bottom lip quivers as she
forms a wobbly smile, saying, "It would be the worst cliche. Something straight out of a Lifetime
movie or one of those horrid novels she could have written in her sleep."
I return the smile, taking one of Hannah's hands in my own.
"How are you doing?" I ask. Hannah shrugs.
"I keep thinking I've run out of tears," she says, blinking furiously as her eyes well up,

Mom

"But then

I

remember everything all over again."
The words sound ridiculously bland

"I'm sorry."

to

me, but

I

can't think of an\i;hing else

to say.

Hannah

nods, then laughs.

"I

keep finding her stupid

little

notes

all

over the house."

knowing instantly what Hannah is referring to. Any time Gemma had a ranwould scribble it down on whatever loose sheet of paper was lying
around and then tuck it away somewhere so that she could find it later when she needed inspiration. We teased her about it, and joked that she would run out of places to stick them. Once
Hannah and I found a small pink post-it in the refrigei'ator beneath the milk carton, and it only
had five words scribbled on it nearly illegibly: stone castles with wooden floors.
I

smile,

dom thought

for a story, she

"Anything interesting?" I ask.
"No, but I've started saving them all," Hannah says, "It's like I've convinced myself that
now that she's gone I'll find some hidden meaning in them. It's silly, I know."
"It's not silly," I reassure her, "Your mom would love it."
Before Hannah can respond, one of her aunts Gemma's sister, I think, though I don't
remember her name - pokes her head in and tells us that the service is about to start. 1 give
Hannah a hug, and together we leave the room, heading to our seats. As I take my place beside
Jack, I spot my mother a few rows back, sitting alone. She smiles when she sees me looking, and
I turn back to face the front, where the minister has begun speaking about death and God's uiU.
I try to pay attention to his sermon, but I find I can only think about Gemma's notes throughout
the rest of the service, and Hannah's desperate attempt to find importance in them. Jack holds
my hand, occasionally giving it an exti-a squeeze. I feel my mother's gaze on the back of my head.
As the service comes to an end, the minister comes forward and opens the casket, reveal
-
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Gemma's body. Jack and I are a few rows back, but even from a distance the
body disconcerts me. People begin to file to the front to say their goodbyes, and
I think of how that same body was always so I'estless, constantly fidgeting even as she spent
several hours on her laptop, typing diligently.
Too soon I find myself standing in front of the casket, staring down at the woman I wished
to be my mother. Her mouth is upturned in a strangely whimsical smile, an expression I never
saw on her alive, and her skin looks more tan than I can remember it being at Chi-istmas when I
last saw her. The entire vision of Gemma Lasky lying in a casket is horribly unfamiliar, making
my throat tighten as I look down at her. And though I'm pretty sure that nothing of the woman I
knew is left in this shell before me, I reach out and touch her hand. It's not cold, like I expected,
but room temperature - much warmer than it ever felt when she was alive. Poor blood circulation, she said to me with a sigh one winter as we sat in front of the Lasky's fireplace.
"Bye Gemma," I whisper, then walk to the back of the church where Jack is waiting for
me, swallowing the lump in my throat as tears come to my eyes. We leave the church together,
and find my mother waiting on one of the benches outside.
"Can we talk?" she asks, looking at me.
Jack turns to me, and I nod, so with a squeeze of my hand he leaves and heads over to the
truck to wait for me.
ing the top half of

sight of her

"It's

still

cold out here,"

I

say as

I

sit

"Would you rather go inside?"
"I

only

beside her.

Mom asks.

meant that we should make

this quick,"

I

clarify,

"I'm going to help out at

Han-

nah's house while she's at the burial."
"You're not going?"

shake my head. "It's immediate family
have something to eat when they arrive."
My mother nods. "Do you need help?"
I

think we've got
"You sure?"
"I

"I'm fine, really,"

meant not having

My mom

to

I

it

only.

I'll

get

some

of the food in the

oven so people

covered."

insist. It's a lie,

but

my mother has

accepted those in the past

when

it

worry about me.

looks

me

"I

said I'm fine."

"I

know you

in the eye, "You're upset."

said you're fine. You've always said you're fine,

and then gone over

to the

Lasky's house and explained your problems to a mother who knew how to understand you."
I stare at my mom, shocked. It's true, but when the words come from my mother's mouth
they sound more like an accusation than a simple truth. My entire relationship with Gemma
Lasky has been reduced to a single sentence, and looking at my mother now I begin to see a side
of

my

"I
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never so much as bothered to ponder.
never minded, sweetie," my mom adds quickly, "You and

story that

I

I

have never been the type of

mother and daughter that shares. We just don't think the same way, and we don't have much
common. So I was glad you had a woman you could talk to rather than simply fight and coex-

in

with." My mother's voice cracks with her last three words and she swipes as her eyes with a
handkerchief. The material looks rough to me, compared to the tissues I grabhed earlier.
ist

"Mom..."

I

begin, frowning, but

I

don't

now what

else to say, so

I

just wait for her to con-

tinue.

My mom bites her lip,

a nervous habit that normally drives me crazy.
"I'm sorry that Mrs. Lasky died. I'm sure if she were here she'd know just the right thing
to say to you to make things better. But I've just been tiying to let you know that I'm here, and
though I may not always know what to say or do, I'll try my best."

heat rushing to my cheeks and ears as I listen to my mother speak, the consideration in her words touching me as I reahze that what I thought was selfish absence could have
also been a selfless wilhngness to give me what I wanted. Tears fall down my cheeks, and I
search thi'ough my purse for a tissue, only to realize I left them in Jack's truck. A white cloth is
waved before me, and I realize my mother has brought a second handkerchief
I accept the handkerchief from my mother's hands, and find the material soft in my
I

feel

fingers as

I

wipe away

my tears.
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Helease

Ashley

Winters

Oil

on
Panel
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r* Carina Finn
r~<—^.-Ji

1

saw your

reflection in the expanse of glass

sign refracted, eyeglass mashed.

there

was

that

one time,

at tea

you were wearing a three-piece
you

said,

1

like

your

suit

and eating

a butter biscuit,

shirt.

said

and your hand was on

my

neck and your hand was

on

my

stomach and your

my
my

hand was on

my

and on

and on

inside of collapsed crepe-paper lantern

glowing boy

said

my

I

liked your

hand on

my

/

/

girl

I

glowing pink

glowing

hand on

beautiful ambivalence,
I

shall

never have

my

fill

of you

/r

glow-worm

lips,

shivered blue

bomber jacket

boy.
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said

I

am

your

/

girl.
e

when

wore heart-shaped glasses and

I

at that

moment

I

liked myself because

a satin

bow you

you liked

said

I

looked ridiculous, you said you liked

it.

decipher shadows of expression

something

in the

in the trainlight. sunlight,

timbre of your smile
ossified;

lips are not

symbols for things.

for example:

in the

bar light,

which was blue,

you were
grinding up
against

my

ass

and lady gaga was playing,
and you were
so excited

because

poker face

was your favorite song
summer.

that

1

didn't think about

but

I

it

then

guess

that should

have been a sign

you were incapable
of showing emotion,
that

but

it

was too obvious -

you, being so stoic.
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it,

and

and the connection

to

poker face,
as in,
a face that

is

unreadable
and/or

devoid of emotion.

( I

dressed like a 1950s housewife and you said you liked

somehow when we

we even wear

fight

it

always sounds

it

like synth-pop.

ironic t-shirts in coordinating colors.

croquet-mallet dropped, cropped end of cigar,

smoke-exhaling rim of pimm's, cup cradled
in

your palm - and your gold watch and

rose-patterned dress.

.

my

.

/girl/n./
kitten-eyed kitchen-dweller; ragbone curve of eyelash.

said

-

you were

the first reflection

I

saw

in that

refracted ribbon caught
in

your glasses.

tongue-swollen satin sucking

/boy/
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.

)

(I suck your cock to get closer to you,

adj.

which seems

like

an obvious

tactic.

said

you are the most

girl

I

have ever

smiled sucking mouthfuls of white

you only

but

when

liked existentialism in the afternoon because the light

it

came down

to

made

it

glitter

/

boy.

manageable.

it

there had always been a glitch,

and when you said (

goodnight

it

little

was almost

remember

my

on

my

)

one

as

this

your hand was on

if

you meant

/

there

is

an unsayable switch.

when you are bandaging my skinned knee
when you are throwing rocks at me
when you ask how much sugar in my tea
or make a grand gesture and take me to the movies

it is

67
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this-

I

remember,

we were sitting on the curb
when my best friend told me
that
that

someone told her
you had said

you only liked me
for the blowjobs.

I

was

which

eating a candy bar

I

placed

in the gutter

and crushed
with the heel
of the shoe
that

you

liked.
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Mlllile

Kate Gorman
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Monoprint

Maggie Mae Nase

Supply and Demaa(

A PLAY IN ONE -ACT
Characters:

ARCHIE
JAMES

Age
Age

9,
8,

ringleader of the group, very overconfident.
Lucy's brother, small power-struggle with ARCHIE, but recognizes

him as

his superior.

CARLOS
HARRY

Age
Age

8,

a wuss.

7,

ARCHIE's

little

brother, longs to prove himself

and be a part

of the older

group.

HAZEL
LUCY
KIM
DANIEL

MOM

Age 9, the leader of the girls, very intelligent and aware of that fact.
Age 8, JAMES' sister, very shy.
Age 8, part tomboy, very proud of her accomplishments, vexy defensive.
Age 24, JAMES and LUCY'S step brother, a stoner in med school.
Mother of JAMES and LUCY.

THE SCENE
(A

Playroom. The girls are playing with

ARCHIE first,

closely followed

by

dolls,

combing their hair quietly. The boys

JAMES and the other boys.

The girls put

JAMES

Lucy! I'm surprised to see you here.

LUCY

It

HAZEL

I

noisily enter, dirty from playing outside,

the dolls

away as

they enter.)

was Hazel's idea—

was informed

intrigued.

of the nature of your meeting today

and the

gii'ls

and

I

were very

May we join?

JAMES

Ai-chie?

HAZEL

Now Archibald, we

are just as curious as you are; certainly you can stand

it

for

just today.

ARCHIE

Well,

I

suppose

it

does affect girls just as

much

as boys. You can stay.

Red
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CARLOS

(To

HAZEL

Excellent. Now,

ARCHIE

Now, wait a moment

ARCHIE)

(^•IKCHIE gives CL-IRLDS a

I

know how

don't

why

don't

him

about

feel

we introduce

—this

nod, assuring

I

is still

my

he's in control

this.

ourselves for old times sake?

meeting.

I'll

be running the show today.

of the situation.)

HAZEL

Well, excuse

ARCHIE

Apology accepted. Let's see, before I go get today's speaker, why don't we
introduce ourselves? James, you start.

JAMES

I'm James, Lucy

CARLOS

Carlos, kicker. I'm

JAMES

I'm 8 too.

HAZEL

Well, I'm Hazel, I'm 9 years old,

me

overstepping

for

my

is

sister

and

my bounds.

this is

I

apologize.

my house.

I

play Wide Receiver.

8.

and

I

can read 6th grade books.

...(silence)...

Lucy?

LUCY

I'm Lucy.

I

KIM

I'm Kim,

8,

HARRY

(Awed) Cool.

ARCHIE

live

here

with wicked air-hockey

(.-\caisingj Harry! (Vo KIM) We
another day. (To everyone) this
him. He's 7.

HARRY

And

a half.

ARCHIE

And

a half. Alright,

guest speaker?

KIM
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too.

What about you?

down

skills.

may have
is

to

my little

to business.

come back

to that

brother Harry.

statement

My mom made me bring

James? Would you be

so kind as to get our

ARCHIE

Oh,

assumed

I

down

—pardon me. I'm Ai-chie. I'm 9 and I'm Quai'terback. Now,

to business.

let's

get

James? Our speaker?

HAZEL

Oh, Ai'chie, I'm not sure everyone knows
be good to give a recap of the situation.

xARCHIE

Okay, fine. Well, as the boys already know, my beloved dog Spot recently, well,
he recently died. He was the best dog ever. Always brought the stick back and
everything. We buried him under the walnut tree in the backyard. (Harry sniffles)
Well, as you can understand, Harry and I were distraught. Naturally, we asked
our parents why it happened? Had we done anything wrong? Our father had
replied that the Vet said it was too much human food and that he couldn't
imagine how it had happened. We only fed him dog food he must have gotten
into the garbage. Well, what he didn't know was that Harry here had been
feeding poor Spot his vegetables under the table during lunch and dinner.

why

wei*e here today.

I

think

it

would

—

HARRY

You

ARCHIE

(Ignores)

too!

So, of course he feels guilty for poor Spot. It got

me

thinking, however. If

vegetables are so bad for dogs, why do parents force them upon children? All
children hate vegetables it's in our DNA. We are only adhering to nature when
we refuse. That rubbish that they are "good for you" is just not enough of an
explanation. We want to know why our mommies and daddies are poisoning us!

—

KIM

I

ARCHIE

That's not the point.

HAZEL

What

ARCHIE

That

HAZEL

Isn't

ate broccoli for lunch.

still

I

It's

feel fine.

the principal of the thing.

principal, Ai-chibald?

it's

against our nature to eat vegetables.

also against our nature to go to the bathi'oom in a toilet?
wanted both yourself and Harry to be potty-trained.
it

ARCHIE

WeU,

KIM

And what

yes,

But

I

bet you

but—
about dog food?

We

don't eat dog food,

maybe

that's

why

dogs can't eat

Red riav
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people food.

ARCHIE

(Talking over

KIM) The

point

is

that there

is

debate on the on the table on the

subject of vegetables.

HAZEL

I

JAMES

But they taste yucky, and you heard Ai'chie

CARLOS

Yeah!

HAZEL

So, let

BOYS
& LUCY

Yeah / Right.

KIM

Lucy!

LUCY

Sorry.

HAZEL

And because your dad

don't think there

me

recap.

is

You

a debate.

—Spot died from vegetable poisoning!

don't like the taste of vegetables.

said Spot

had

too

much

people-food,

you assume that

vegetables are dangerous.

BOYS

YeahAfes!

HAZEL

QED, you

BOYS

YeahA^es!

ARCHIE

My point exactly.

HAZEL

No,

I

HARRY

I'll

do

ARCHIE

Hush,

shouldn't be forced to eat vegetables.

I'm glad you understand.

James

—the spea

wasn't finished—
It,

Archie.

Hai'ry. Hazel,

I

have graciously allowed you

today. If you can't follow the rules of this playroom,
to leave or take a time-out.
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attend our meeting
be forced to either ask j'ou

girls to
I'll

HARRY

Yeah!

(H.-lZELpo/zts and sits on one

KIM

Make me,

JAMES

Maybe

CARLOS

Oh, no, James

JAMES

Yeah, 'cause

KIM

I

ARCHIE

(Standing between them.)

am

Now

UJOt' follows snil; KIM puts

side of the stage,

tier fists

up)

poopy-face!

will!

I

—

^you'll

get in trouble!

girls are tattle-tales.

not a tattle-tale.

Now, now, calm down. There's no need for name-calling here.
you've both spoken your piece, James, would you please indulge me by

retrieving our guest?

(J^4MES and KIM

slowly back

down;

KUM folds her arms across her chest and goes to

taking her eyes off of the boys, especially
meanwhile, they

CARLOS

sit

I

and pout with

the other girls, never

JAMES fAAiES slowly retreatsfrom the room and returns with the speaker;

as well on the other side of

Ai'chie,

sit

.

tl)e

stage

and speak.)

have a very bad feeling about

this.

I

think

we should just do

it

another

day.

ARCHIE
(KIM

reacts to

Don't be a wuss, Carlos. They're just

tl)e

statement;

girls.

HAZEL makes her stop with a hand/ arm. G4RLOS

is silenced;

ARCHIE begins to tap

his fingers in impatience.)

HAZEL

So,

LUCY

(Exuberantly)

who

is

your speaker?
Daniel! (More

He's in medical school.

HAZEL

Can we

LUCY

What

trust

sheepishly as everyone turns to look at her)

It's

his

He's

my stepbrother.

break right now.

him?

do you mean?
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—

ARCHIE

A very

KIM

So,

LUCY

To be unbiased?

HAZEL

That doesn't make any sense. Then

good question, Hazel. Let me explain we couldn't invite one of our
mommies or daddies to speak with us because they have a bias. There is the
potential poisoning, after all. We already know that they think we should eat
vegetables. We need an objective, third-party outsider.

can we trust him?

I think so. I mean, he's not a grown-up yet, right?
says you're not a real grown-up until you have babies.

all

My mommy

boys, even our daddies, aren't real grown-

ups.

KIM
(JAMES

(Eyeing the boys)

returns with

Makes sense

D.4NIEL who

is

to

me.

obviously verj high,

and the

bojs Jo//ow

ARCHIE as he stands up to greet him,

ARCHIE talks as they enter.)

ARCHIE

(To
(To

(JAMES and the

KIM, pointing) One more comment from you and it's the silent corner.
the BOYS, entenng) Ah, Daniel, I'm so glad you could join us. Thank you, James.

characters nearest

DANIEL

No

ARCHIE

Welcome. fHe

DANIEL

Fuc- (shahs

ARCHIE

I'm sorry, no.

DANIEL

takes the /nice box

Red Clay

little)

looks around
I

head)

offer

and sees a half-drunk

applejuice

box on a

table,

grabs

it

and offers

it to

you some apple juice?

fricken yeah. Got any crackers?

and sucks

it

down as he sinks

So Jimmy here said you wanted

(DANIEL lies down
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a

probs.

DANIEL) Can

(D^iNIEL

D.INIEL cough

on the floor at the end of his

line,

to the floor)

to

ask something?

not looking at any of them; the

KIDS

aren

't

really sure

what

to

make

an "adult" acting

of him, hainng never seen

LUCY

Who's Jimmy?

CARLOS

Archie, this doesn't

so oddly before)

seem hke a good idea

—there's

still

some

daylight,

we could

go out back and play football

ARCHIE

Well, yes.

DANIEL

Mmmmmmm, Taco Bell.

ARCHIE

(Vnsiire)

We

Um,

do have a question.

yes. Well,

our

It's

about vegetables.

mommies and

daddies seem to think that

we should

eat them, but they, well, they taste bad. We're always told to do what feels
right

(A.S

DyUSiIEh

melts

away with

DANIEL

—but

if

something tastes yucky, wouldn't

begins to speak, the

KIDS

it

feel right not to eat it?

lean in to listen, attentive to every word, they Ye superstition about his

demeanor

his answer)

So,

what you're saying

is

why

eat vegetables? Anything's good fried

and covered

Mmmm,

Taco Bell. (He sits up and with each thought
Parents
make you eat vegetables
different
because its what you're supposed to do. Vegetables make you grow up man. (The
kids all exchange glances of awe and surprise) Vegetables. They're good for you, you know,
yeah get that rainbow of colors on your plate for healthy digestion, get
some photosynthesis in your system. They probs just don't want to deal with
constipated 8 year olds. Honor thy mother and thy father and then become them.
Don't fu fi-icken eat those veg-e-ta-bles. Like Peter Pan. Sprinkle some
following
pixie sticks and fly. I always ate my vegetables and look at me now
in the old man's footsteps. Goin' to frickin med school. Wanna know a secret?
I'm deal (hakes head)-- doin other stuff
I didn't sign up for classes this semester
instead. Don't tell mom. No, forget vegetables, forget them. Stick it to the man!
in artificial cheese. (To

gets really

ip

close

himself, lovingly.)

and personal with a

KID.)

—

—

—

—

(By the end of his

DANIEL
(He

speech, he's risen

(He

clajips

and making

large

one hand on his head) I

hand gestures about

the

room andfinds himself

close to the door.)

need another bowl.

exits)
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—
JAMES,
HAZEL,

Wait!/But!

ARCHIE
ARCHIE

So should we eat them or not?

KIM

What

HAZEL

Well

JAMES

But then he said they were bad

LUCY

Why does

he need two?

CARLOS

Maybe we

could play capture the flag?

ARCHIE

Everyone! One at a time, alright? For now, we will put the bowl issue aside. The
subject on the table remains that of vegetables.

HAZEL

He

said they were good for us.

JAMES

He

said they'd

LUCY

He

said bad things about his

KIM

What's wrong with growing up?

ARCHIE

Everything! You think going to school
daddy says there's no recess at work.

HARRY

No

JAMES

What?

KIM

Really?

HAZEL

Everyone knows there's no more recess as soon as you start middle school.

Red Clay

does he need a bowl for?

We

didn't

have any crackers.

—ha. He said they were good for us.

make us grow

up!

mommy and daddy...

is

bad? What about going

to

work?

My

recess??

HARRY

Oh, nooo.

ARCHIE

Harry, please, be quiet. So, I believe we have come to a verdict.
childhood duty to avoid vegetables at all costs.

HAZEL

Not me.

KIM

I

LUCY

(Elbowed by

JAMES

I

want

to

I

think

it

is

our

grow up.

second that.

KIM)

Me

three.

(W ho has been looking very contemplative thronohont this conpersation) Pa-chie,

want

to

grow up.

I

want

to

I'm sony, but I also
be just like Brett Farve and grow big and strong and

be a quarterback

ARCHIE

CARLOS

Don't be ridiculous, James. I'm quarterback.

(Who

is sitting closest to the

Oh!
next week!
the windoiv)

(He

imndow and looking

very nervous

andpressured into

choosing, glances out

My mom's here —it was a pleasure working with you today.

See you

exits)

MOM

(From

offstage,

as he exits) Carlos!

CARLOS

(From

offstage)

Coming!

MOM

(From

offstage)

Bye, Carlos

Your mom's here.

—hey guys! Ready for some dinnei-?

(Thej all look at ARCHIE)

HAZEL

I

am

starving.

KIM&
HARRY

Me

ARCHIE

guess I'm defeated.
prosper, mopping up vegetables

too.

(Sighs)

well,

I

I'll

left

what they want. Go forth and
and right as you see fit.

give the public
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.

MOM

(Offstage)

Guys! You're gonna love

it.

.

—

ARCHIE

Just remember one thing don't come crying to me when your mommies throw
out all of your legos and pass all of your dolls down to your younger siblings and
make you buy only school shoes instead of cool ones with Disney characters
on them. Meeting adjourned.

JAMES

Coming Mom!

LUCY

Me

(They

file

out

too!

— H.-IRRY
EL

apple Juice box D.- INI

fot/oiKf,

leaping

ARCHIE alone in the room,

sloivly crossing the stage;

he bends

down andpicks up

the

left.)

HAZEL

What's

for dinner,

MOM

Well,

you promise not

if

Mrs. Applegate?
to tell,

I

got pepperoni

and Hawaiian pizza and milk

shakes!

(ARCHIE
a

cnimples the apple juice box in his hand

and

brings his

ftst

'YES"fashion and runs out.)

THE END
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down

to his side, his

elbow sticking out behind him in
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